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STATEMENT OF ADDITIONAL GROUNDS 

GRANT T. MCADAMS 

Index 

section A. 

This section are the facts of trial my family has noticed 

and has brought to my attention today. Pages 1_ 3 in letter form 

to Janet Gemberling, no response. 

section B. 

This is eight pages of evidence showing the character of 

the alleged victim to be violent to a more than slight degree 

and counsel of trial missed the argument pertaining to Emad 

M. Salih's past history of violence. page 1-2 are of Emad being 

restrained from his Ex-wife, son, and friend of the two who 

is quite scared of Mr. Emad. At trial he sounded like a 

decorated war hero with degrees in law, ESL and friends with 

the interpreter Imad. Pages 3-8 Order of protection for Larnyaa 

Shamal and child Muheyrnin, Petioner vs. Emad Mohammed Salih, 

Respondent. Pages 8-10 child custody information sheet with 

case number 09-3-00237-0 as another case ti inquire a possible 

further scope of who this Emad M. Salih even is. 

section c. 
This section is five pages of two starts of threshold 

arguments showing that the charges should be acquitted to 

produce effective reasoning and Justice if it may be seen that 

way by the courts. Page an introduction and bear with me I do 

stay very busy always will. That was page 1. Page 2 _ 5 the two 

arguments. 

just ran out of time thank you for your service to our society. 

Grant T.McAdams 303490 



Janet Gemberling, Aprlll, .lUH 

We, Tawnya Bruns (sister of Grant McAdams) and Kristy McAdams (mother of Grant McAdams) 

are writing you in regards to the content of your brief filed for Grant McAdams. Grant asked 

that we contact you, as he is not able to call your office long distance and/or send you e-mail. 

Grant McAdar:ns would like for you to re-submit the brief to argue the following points 

regarding his case for the appeal. If this is not possible then Grant McAdams would like for you 

to file for more time. We all would appreciate your time in reading the following information 

regarding the case of Grant McAdams. 

The following are facts that should have been considered during the trial: 

• Mr. Emad K. Mohammed Salih was provided with a court approved interpreter, after 
requesting an Interpreter the week prior to the trial. We, Grant's family, requested that 
Mark Hannibai request under Title V, Rule 603: Oath or Affirmation 604/Foreign Laws 
Oaths that Mr. Salih be sworn in under his original country's religious faith. Since, Mr. 
Salih has a law degree, he would know that not being sworn in under the oath from the 
origin of his own country, would allow him to lie under oath in a United States court 
room. Therefore, Mr. Sallh was not questioned effectively by Mark Hannibal as he knew 
he could lie because he was sworn in by taking the oath in the United States. 

• The character of Mr. Emad K. Mohammed Salih was never questioned or mentioned by 
Mark Hannibal. After the attack, Mr. Salih told the police and witnesses, that the 
assailant said, •t have a message from Ali-leave us alone." Also, Mr. Salih stated to 
police and witnesses that he might have been attacked due to a conflict with his ex-wife 
over the child custody battle of their three year-old son. Mark Hannibal knew of the 
violent character of the victim from public court documents filed by the victim's ex-wife, 
but never entered these facts into court as evidence or even questioned Mr. Salih about 
his statements regarding his ex-wife and the custody battle possibly leading to his 
attack. On May 20, 2011, the day before Grant McAdams, was picked up and charged 
for this incident, Mr. Sallh's ex-wife filed a public protection order (No. 11202070-8) for 
their son. Mr. Salih's ex-wife, Lamyaa Shamal, states that she has a protection order for 
herself against Mr. Salih because he tried to kill her with a knife. This is crucial evidence 
along with the latent finger prints found Inside the car that could have contributed to 
reasonable doubt. The latent finger prints could have been an assailant from Canada or 
someone not in the system, but none of this was disclosed to the jury. 

• Additionally, Mr. Salih lied on the witness stand about the nature of a phone call made 
from the pay phone outside of the 7-Eieven. Mr. Salih told police and witnesses he was 
being watched and followed by the assailant throughout the morning, at his work, prior 
to the incident. Also, Mr. Sallh states that he seen the assailant prior to entering the 7-



Eleven on lndianna Avenue. When Mr. Salih exited the 7-Eieven the assailant 
approached him for a ride. We, Grant's family, questioned the manager of 7-Eieven for 
video footage, but we were told it was too late and the video footage was gone. So, we 
took the phone number of the pay phone down and pushed for documentation to be 
found regarding the location of the phone call placed at the pay phone outside of the 7-
Eieven. The pay phone traced the phone call to Canada. Then one year later Mr. Salih 
was questioned about the phone call and stated on the witness stand that he made a 
phone call to Seattle, not Canada. Mr. Salih lied on the witness stand about where the 
location of the phone call was made to. Mark Hannibal knew that the family of Mr. 
Salih's ex-wife lived in Canada, but never mentioned or questioned Mr. Sallh about this 
fact while on the witness stand. 

• Grant McAdams' medical condition was a contributing factor during the trial. As, 
Grant's family we tried to ask Mark Hannibal about this several times, but were told 
nothing could be done. Since Grant was incarcerated for over 1 year, he had lost more 
than 43 pounds, and looked like a concentration camp victim. After the trial one of the 
jurors approached our family to tell us that the entire jury thought Grant was a meth 
addict. The jury had been unaware that Grant had been held in the Spokane County Jail 
for over a year leading up to the trial. Additionally, during the weeks leading up to the 
trial, Grant was given an ADHD medication, from the jail, in the dosage of three times 
the. normal amount he was supposed to be taking. Throughout the trial, Grant was 
tapping, and could not hold still. Judge Sypolt addressed this behavior several times 
throughout the trial. We are including with this letter a PAMllab report showing 
Grant's medical results for a blood test. The results show an ALT level high of 121, 
where the normal range should have been from 5-50. These results recommended that 
Grant needed his kidneys checked, but this never happened. During the entire trial 
Grant complained about being very weak, dizzy, and hungry. Then on one occasion 
after the jury was dismissed, Judge Sypolt, asked and directed the guards to "get this 
young man some food," as they were taking Grant out of the courtroom. 

• The medical reports of Mr. Salih's injuries needed to be addressed by Mark Hannibal. 
The prosecutor falsely presented the injuries of Mr. Salih to be newly inflicted fractures. 
The clerical reports left out the word "old" from the original reports regarding nasal 
fractures and facial deformities. The old nasal fractures and facial deformities were 
from an attack Mr. Salih suffered before he sought asylum in the United States. 
Additionally, the doctor at Deaconess Medical Center stated the Mr. Salih had no sign of 
concussion, and the CT Scan showed no intracranial bleeding or new fractures. 
However, Mr. Salih did suffer four to five cuts to the head that needed to be sutured. 
Mr.Salih was then discharged the same day and given pain medication. lfthis was a 
first degree assault then Mr. Salih would have had more suffered more damage. 
Overall, the clerical error of leaving out the word "old" before nasal fractures. 
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We have enclosed copies of the Protection Order filed by Mr. Salih's ex-wife, Grant McAc 

PAML records for his health issues, and Grant McAdams work record from True Blue 

Corporation 

~~ ~ould greatly ~-p~reciate your considerati-on of this i~fofmation in regard~ to filing ar 
,, ,,,o~ :f-

!ddition.al brief .. Grant M0dams does not f~~l th~t the curren~ brief has enough evi~en! 
I I ' . ' ~ .k •. - .. • ' .. ·- ' # J. . . , ~ •• . . 

l
i facts to ~rove. th~~ Mark Han.nibal pr~~i~~d in~n ecti·. e assista_llSt:! ot cpun!"~>l to repr~sent 

. \lltAdams as his aefense lawyer. 'wve understano that we may have not used the apprup1 

terms in this letter, but Janet we are relying on you for your guidance and exoertio;P tn "" 

. Jacob stated to a Spokane Police Officer that Mr. Salih's car had the windows rolled 
down, the keys in the ignition, and that he thought that the car was parked their by his 
neighbors on his property. Jacob states that he wrote a note to neighbors asking them 
not to park their vehicle in that spot. Next, Jacob reached in Mr. Salih's vehicle, and 
removed the cell phone from the front seat and placed it on the roof of the car to hold 
his note in place. The next day Jacob spoke to his neighbors and realized that the car 
did not belong to them, so he removed the note and left the cell phone on top of the 
car. Jacob called the police to inform them ofthe car parked by his property. (This 
information is documented on the original police report.) 

The first three bullets refer to Mr. Salih not being properly sworn in at the trial, Mr. Salih's 

violent character not being mentioned, and the fact that Mr. Salih lied about the phone call 

placed outside the 7-Eieven on the pay phone. Additionally, in the fourth bullet, Grant 

McAdams' poor health was a contributing factor during the trial. The fifth bullet is in regards to 

Mr. Salih's medical condition being portrayed in a more severe manner than what he actually 

suffered, according to medical documentation. Finally, the last two bullets are questions that 

the jurors had regarding the case as the jury was out deUberating. The True Blue Corporation 

documentation could have been accessed by Mark Hannibal for use during the trial, but he 

failed to do so. Finally, to prove that the partial palm print of Grant McAdams was on the car 

needed to be supported by the fact that Jacob Sateren placed the cell phone on the roof of the 

car, but Jacob was never subpoenaed to court by the defense as to why there was a cell phone 

on top of Mr. Salih's car. 
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I. Emad (the Respondent), his wife Lamyaa, and I are all rdbgces ftom Iraq. 1 
became fiiends with them both, but particuJady Emad, when I came tQ Spokane in 
August 2007. Since that time, I have become increasiDgly fearful ofPmad, and believe 
he is UDlawfully harassing me for no sood reason. During that same period of time, the 
domestic violence betwecm. Emad and Lamya became so bad that sbe had to leave him 
and file for divorce. I have attached two declarations from the divorce file to show that 
Emad is a violent, dangerous man. (Exhibit A, B) 

2. I believe~ will soon be~ charges tiled agajnst Emad, if they haven 
been filed already, for his violence apinst Lamyaa, BDd ~has a No-Contact Order 
protecting her from him. (Exhibit C) The crimes were DV Harasrmeot (includiDg a death 

. tbreat) and Assault 2. 

3. Even back when Emad and I were friends, I was still &bid ofhim. He told me 
that he was in the National Guard in Iraq. The National Guard in Iraq does hom'ble 
things to people, picldng people up off the street in trucks and making them disappear. 
The F.mad told me that when he was in the National Guard he was ordtl'ed to beat up a 
prisoner, and that he followed the order. I do ·not know for a fad that be was in the Iraqi 
National Ouard, only that he told me he was. 

4. I believe that Emad would talk about the National Ouard because he knew it 
frightened me. When I still lived in Iraq, I was kidnapped once by the National Guard, 
and they destroyed one of my eyes. After I was released, 1 was so afraid that I didn't 
leave my home for three months. I told Emad about how the National Guard did this to 
me, and he brings itup1o scare me. 

5. Most of my fear ofEmad relates to his relationship with his soon-to-be ex-wife 
Lamyaa, who is still my friend Consistcnt with Iraqi culture, he is extremely possessive 
of her to the point that I believe my fiiendship with her puts me in danger. 

6. In late 2007 or early 2008, I got into an argument with another refugee I kDow in rown, 
named Sattar, because I did not want Sat:tar to come to my house. When Sattar got upset, be 
decided to aet back at me by lying to Emad, teUiiJa him that l had said dirty things about his 
wife Lamyaa (and tbat I wanted to have sex with her). This was coq')letely untrue; in fact, at 
that time I had an American aidfriend. The words Sattar told Emad I said are very serious 
words in Iraq. 

7. After Saaar told Emad the lies about me, Bmad caUcd me aDd told mo to come to his 
house. I didn't want to JO, because I was afraid of what he would do, but I didn't know if I 
~ get the police involved. I drove over, and my girlfriend waited in the car. I got out and 
stood on Emad's front porch. He told me to como in, but he looked very scuy and anpy, so I 
told him J didn't want to, and that he could talk to me on the porch. He started tluatcoiDg me. 
He said that if I didD't come in he would punch me and drag me into biB house~ He looked so 

1 
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marY that I was afraid to say no. I went in, and SaUar was there too. We all sat down in the 
liviD& room, 8Dd Emad inlerropted me. I denied sayiog ID)'tbina about Lamyaa. Bmad 
screamed in my face. He got up and picted up a leUcr opener dJat loobd like a knife, which 
was sittiDa oo tbe TV, aDd uid that if J•d said anytbiDg lite that about her he would till me. I 
offered to swear em tbe Koran tbat I had DOt said Such tbioas. aDd Emad fiDally sceacl to 
believe me. · He onlmd me to leave, and told me rhat if he saw me aalin near bis house or at 
tbe Yokc'sSupermarbt near his house be would stab me IDd puacb me. 

8. We later made up, and continued to see each other sometimes, but I was scared of him 
from thea on. Emld is DOt afraid of 1be Jaw or tbe goverDIDCDt bere. H be wmts to do 
somet:biuJ be will just do it., ~ost of tbr; ~lugees_ben: ue carefiJI to bebave well because we 

.. ~ pt seDt away if we get in trouble. Despite tbis, tbe Bmad ISSIUited a Jonianiaiiliiim ·· 
who used to live in SpobDe IDd worbd with Emad at tbe Dave..,ort Hotel, aDd be violated 
!-am.Ya's N~~._(.l3xhibiL.A..B,.£L ----·-. 

9. Lamyaa called me to ask for a ride to lbc airport on December 24,2008. Sbe said tbat 
abe was afraid tbat Emad wu JOins to sbow up, delpite abe No-Cmtact Order. She also 
contacted Sargeant Mont (who had helped her in the past when Emad was arrested) so dJat be 
wooJd meet us there, iD ease Eliaad was there too. As Lamyaa and I walked inro the termiDaJ I 
saw Emad. He was standing tbere, glariug at Lamyaa and me. I pointed him out to Lamyaa, 
and Sergeant Monk. The police began pursuing tbe .Emad, and be ran owside, across lbe stteet 

toward the parking lot. They cauglu him and arrested him. I was afraid after this, bec:ause I 
knew Bmad would be very upset tbat I was wilb his wife ~t him being there, wbicb is DOt 

alJQwed in Iraq. 

10. The maio reason I am afraid that Emad will tty to burt me is that be believes it is 
WIODI for me ro be friends with Lamyaa,. based on Iraqi culture. If I bad spent time alone with 
Lamyaa .in Iraq (af rd kDowo lbcm when we were all !ivins lbere), I have DO doobt tbat Bmad 
would have murdered me 8Dd maybe my family. I am afraid for my life, aod ask tbis court to 
mate Emad stay away from me. 

11. ID addition to tbe incideDts that involved Lamyaa in some way, Emad bas also been 
harassed me in other contexts. For example, Emad has told me that be watches me frequently 
when I am out on tbc streets. I do not know the truth about this surveillance, but I would not 
be surprised if it was true. 

12. In tbc faD of 2008 when I was driving down tbe street, I saw Emad playing soccer. As 

I drove by be. threw rhe ball at my wiudsbield. I stopped tbe car and lDld him not to do tbat 
apjn. He came up to my car and started screamina at me, calling me thiDas tbat would be tbe 
equivalent of "dog," "pig," •bastard," etc. Everyone stared at'~ because he was so vicious. 

13. Most recently, Emad harassed ~ through the computer. I use Yahoo Instant . 
Meueqer (1M) to C()JIJIIIUDicate with my family and friends in Iraq. More lhao a year IJO, 
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Superior Court of Washington 
·For County of Spokane · 

FILED 
~AY ·2·0 20ft . 

THOMAs A FAU.QUIST 
SPOKANe COIJN'I;' CLERK 

· ~ · No.1·1·2o 207 0 • 8. L~a ~ma/ or., -dtuU fkh~tttit . . 
Petiti Petition for Order for Protection · 

t f'1 vs. d ~ ' ' (PTORPRT) . --W¥sdglaaenmeo .. eA 
Respcmdent 

1. i'JI am a victim of domestic violence committed by the~ 
~member of my family or household is a victim of domestic violence committed by the 

mpondent. 
01 am a 0 guardian D guardjan ld litem 0 next fiicnd of a minor who is 13 to 15 yem of age aud is 

a victim of domestic violcmce in a datin relationship with a penon age 16 or older. The name of 
thp minor victim is • . This penon's identifying 
information is . ded in 

2. R The victim lives in this county. 
D The victim left their residence because of abuse and this is tbe county of their new or former 

residence. 
3, The victim's age is: 

llJ.Under 16 D 16 or 17 CJ 18 or over 

4. The victim's relationship with the 
respondent is: 
&spouse or former spouse 
0 parent of a coiDmon child 
0 current or former cohabitant as intimate 
p~er. iDcluding cmreut or former 
re · domestic 

Respondent's age is: 

CJ Under 16 D 16 or 17 IS 18 or over 

D CUI'I'mlt or former dating · 0 in-Jaw 
relationship · l!l panmt or child 

D stepparent or stepchild 0 blood relation other 
0 current or former than parent or child 

cohabitant as roOmmate 

Petition for Order for Protection (PTORPRT) - Page 1 of 6 
WPF DV-1.015 Mandatory (612010)- RCW26.50.030 



~ORKINGCOP~ .......................... ~------------------------------------
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S. Ideatifialtion ofMiDon (if applicable) ClNo MiDors i_nl'olved. 

Name Bow llelatecl to Rasidcs 
; (First, Middle Jnlda1. Last) . Ap bee Sex Pedticmer - with 

lrifh~n?i, ~o ~ UM.-,ed 3. !Y"cte1 IM 1"1.'1 ~0~ hi~ ,fq~ 1-fhe. \l'to\0 ~ 

-~ 
-~ ~ 

~ ~ 

~ .. 

6. Other court cues or oCher resti'aiiaing, piotection or no-coatact orders iDvolviug me, 'the minors.IDd. 
the respcmdout: 

case Name-

CUe Number 

Court/County 

Chock the box for each type of relief you are requesting. for each type-of order you need. 
Temp: I Request a Temporary Order for Protection, effectr(e untJJ the hNrlng, because an . . 

l!lrJerP.IJicy EJdats as doscribed in tho statmnent below. A tcmpormy protection order should 
be issued fmmediatoly without notico to the respondent. to avoid imparable injury. 

Full: 1- a -tull" Onler for Protection, following a hearing. 

Temp Full 
~ • 
~ 0 1 Restrain respoDdent from causing any physical ~bodily injmy, aaault, · 

including sexual assault, and from molesting. harassiD& throata:Ung. or stalking 
0 me 0 the minors named in parasraph s above 0 these mmors only: 

(If the court orders this roliot and the respondeat is your spouse or fOIID« spouse, 
tho parent of a common child, or a current or former cohabitant as intimate partner. 
including a CUITODt or former registered domestic partner, tho respODdart will be 
prohibited ~possessing a firem:m or ammunition under federal law for the 
dUration of this cider. All Uaeption exists for law enforcement ofncora arid 
military persoDDel when canying department/government-issued fiiearms. 18 
U.S.C. § 92S(a)(l).) 

t1. 0 2 Restta/n respondent from harassing. following; keeping under physical or 
electronic surveillance, cyberstalking as do:fincd in RCW 9.61.260, IIDd Using 
telephonic, audiovisual, or other clcetronic means to monitor the actioDS, locatioas, 
or wire or ~lectronic communication ofDme 0 the minOIS named in~ S 
above 0 only the minas listed below; 0 members of the victim's household listed 
below 0 the victim's aduh children listed below: 

Petition for Order for Protection (PTORPRT) • Page 2 of 6 
WPF DV-1.015 Mandatory (6/2010)- RCW 26.50.0~0 

2-~ 
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Temp Full Temponuy Order. effective until a hearing. Full Order. effective ron~ a bearing. 
! . ! 

3-~ 

ilL 0 3 Restrain respondeat from coming near and ftom having any ccmtact whatsoovor. 
in penon or throush others, by phone, mail. or any meaas. cWwt1y or indirectly, 
except for mailins of court documcats, with 0 me D the.miDCII'IJ D8Dled iD 
parastaph S above; subject to any court-<JI"dored visitation 0 these minors only, 
subject to. any court-ordend visitation: 

.• Exclude respondent fiom Dour shared rcaidcmce 0 my residence 
0 my workplace 0 my school D 1bo roaideoco, day~ or icbOOt ofD tbo minors 
DI1Ded in parianph S abOve 0 these iDiDors only: 

Dother:. 

to bep your residential address coafideutial. 

IS- 0 to Vacate our shared residence and restore it to me. 

[1l 0 ' Prohibit respondent from knowingly coming witbiD, or bowingty remaining 
within (distaace) ofD our shared residence D my residenco 
0 my workplaco D my school Cl the day care or school ofD tho minors aamod in 
para.sRph 5 above. 0 these miaors only: 

Oother: 

0 7 Grant me possessioa of esseatial personal belongings, including the following: 

0 • Grant me ue of tho following vehicle: 
Year; Make & Model License No._ 

D 0 'Other. 

N/A 0 Direct the respondent to participate in appropriate treatment or counseling 

N/A 0 the f~ and costs ofthis action. 

NIA 0 

N/A 0 13 Grant me exclusive .custody and control of the following pet(s) owned, 
possessed, leased, kept, or held by me, respondent, or a minor child residing with 

. either me or the respondent (Specify name of pet and type of animal.): 

Petition for Order for Protection (PTORPRT) - Page 3 of 6 
WPF DV-1.015 Mandatory (612010)- RCW26.50.030 
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.. 

N/ A 0 14 Prohibit reapoadent ftOm iDtcrferiDg with my efforts to J"eiDOYe- pet( I') named 

N/ A o Prohibit respondmi from mowingly comma within, or bowmlfY nmurintn1 
within · (cfistm<:o) of the followma locatioas wiHn tbe pet(a) aro 
rep)arly found: . 
CJ ~rs residence· (You baw a rigbt to Jceap yom: residential addreas · 
CODfideatial.) CJ . Pmt 

D".otho.r:.~---------:---------

0 · D ·16 Subject tO any court-onlered viahetiori, Grant me tbe caze, custody ad cmdrol of 
q tbo miDon DIIDed.iD paragraph s abcmt[J thlle miilorB ODiy: 

0 · 0 · 17 R~ln ~.from inf:ed'er:bl$ Vfith my physical or legal custody of 
0 tho minors.namea iD pmsrapl15 above D ~ iniDors Only: · 

0 D Restrain tbo RISpOJldeut from removing from tho itate: D the Dtinon named in 
paragraph S aboYO CJ th~ mmon Oll1y: 

Request fQr Special From Law Enforcement Agencies: 
I request the court order the appropriate law enforcement agency to.assist me in obtaining: 
0 Possession of my residence. 0 Possession of tho vehicle dOsipted abovo. 
0 Possession of my essential personal belongioss at 0 the shared residence 0 respondent's residence 

Ootbor locatioa_·------------------
0 Custody ofO the minors named in paragraph 5 above 0 these ~ors only (if applicable): 

0 Other: 

04I)omestic violence"- means physical harm. bodily UUUIYt assault. including sexual assault, 
atalkmg, QJ: inflicting fear of imminent physical hann, bodily'injiuy or usault betwmt family or 
household members. · 

Petition for Older for Protection (PTORPRT) - Page 4 ot6 
WPF DV-1.015 Mandatory (B/2010)- RCW 26.50.030 
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,. 

·' 5-fe. 

Describe any stalking behavior by respondent, including use oftckphonic, audiovisual or electronic 
means to harass or monitor:--------------------

Descnbe medical treatment you received and for what: ____________ _ 

Petition for Older for Protection (PTORPRT) - Page 5 of 6 
WPF DV-1.015 Mandatory (612010) • RCW 26.50.030 
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·. 
Describo my threats of suicide or suicidal behavior by 1be ~-deat-:. --:---------

Doei tho tespODdeut_oWn or poueas firearms? DYes DNo "$ J.e?~ t.f \(..'1\o W ~ 
Does tho reapoadeat use &eal1ns, weapoas or objeets to tbteatim cr ha1JQ'you? Please deacribe: ' ·· 

''i\ LC\5:\: ==ct#bE:: ~~ \k.S ~ a,~\\\~ 44. $ (\'\ 
~~ . . 
~ . 

If you are'requestina that the protection order lasts lonaer than one year, describe the reucms why: 
.l" ju.~-t vJaYK. o, 3'& ~ i"<!? YO..L'j ~..('h_V' · ,,~,\ \\ 

~r. ____________________________________________________ _ 

. . .. . . ~~separate pep ifaecessmy.) 
Check box if S11bstance abuse i!'involved: 0 alcohol 0 drugsll other · · · · 
D Personal sorvico cannot be made upon respondent within the state ofWashiDgton. 

I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of tho state of Washington that the foregoing is tiuo and 
comet. 

Dated: '2/ I'\/ '' at Washington. 

You have a right to keep your residential address confidential. If you have 
address, other than y~ residence, where you may receive legal documents:._,_ ______ _ 

Petition for Order for Protection (PTORPRT) • Page 6 of 6 
WPF DV-1.015 Mandatory (612010) • RCW 26.~.030 
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CHD.D CUSTODY INFORMATION SHEET NO: 

0) j-2 

11202070-8 
. 

Iryoa are aeeldD& protection for your ddld(rm) ~ domestic viOierace or are reqaestbt& custody of 
your cblld(I'IJI), pleueiDI'Wtl' tbe qaeaUou and pnmde tlae latormatiOJI rtq11t1ted 1D 'parapp)la A -E. 
below aDd ebeck tbe baes about tbe eoart'• JurilcUctloD that •PPb' to your cue: 

Information for tho Courts: 

A. Do the cbfid(ren) listed in Paiapaph S of the pedtion currently live with you? lfnot. ~Yes ONo 
with ~ dO the clu1d(ren) currcmtly live? 

B. Do )'00 mow of mother court cases iDvo1viDg the chDd(ren)? lfknown. list: lJYcs CJNo 
the court 1bt case number the kind of case 

o~ -1-: a:a &~ ;!-cz 
,, 

C. Have you beea involved in 11rt other Utlptioa conceming custody or visitation with DYes ra"No 
the ~d(ren) in this or my other. state? If known, Jist the court, the case number and 
the date the parenting plan, residential schedul~ vlsJtatlon schedule or custody deme 
was entered: 
tho court tbe case number the date 

D. Do you know of any persons, other tban you IUid the respondent. who claims ~ghts of ~Yes ONo 
custody or visitation wttn. tbe child( :en)? If known, list their names i~ the space 
provided below and their present addresses in the Confidential Information Form: 
Nam§ ~t!:lach: t012~a ~! ~~ '-" i'! 

l::liiDe 
Name 

E. List the places where the children have lived during the past five years, the dates they lived ~ and the 
persons with whom they Jived. ('I'Jle preserit addresses ofthC$0 persons must be listed in the required 
Confidential Information Form.) 

~~ ~.:A. Iii!\[\.±~· a.~ ·~Mtj ocU.4~ tS ~ 

Jurisdiction: 

This court has jurisdiction over this proceeding for the reasons below: [Check all the boxes that apply to 

yourcase.J 

II This court has exclusive continuingjurisdiction. The court has made a child custody, parenting 
plan, residential schedule or visitation detennination in this matter before and retains jurisdiction 
under RCW 26.27.211. 

CHll.D CUSTODY INFORMATION SHEET· Page I of2 
WPFDV-1.030 (912001). RCW 26.0SO.OJO, 26.27.201-.291 



vyo~KIN.r;, cop·...-----------------------

0 nus state is the home state of tho cbildrell beeause: 
0 . the children Jived in Wubington with a pm:nt or a p(non actma as a pareat for at least six 

. c:onsecutiw moatbs immediately befcn tbe bogimina of this proceeding. 
0 the childno are Jess tban six JDODtbs old IIDd have lived in Wubinpm with a pareut or a 

perscm actina as pnat since birth. . 
0 1DY abaeDces 1i'om Washington haw been only tliDpOraly. 
D WuhingtoD. was the home state of the c:hildral within six months before~ hoginniag ofthia 

proceeding and tbe children are absent from the state; but a parent or pcrsoq acting as a panmt 
CODtinues ro Jive fa this state. 

CJ The childrori and the parents, or the children and at least ono pamrt or a person actiDs as a percnt. 
haw siinmcam coaaectioas with this _.adler thaa m~ ~leal presauce; and substantial 
cvidcacc is avaiJabJe in this state conccmins tho cbildroo's care, protection, traiDiD.a and personal · 
relafionships and · · 
·o ~CbnGrc:n have no ~o state~. . 
CJ the children's homo stato bas declined to excroise jwisdiction on th~ ground that this state is 

the more appropriate forum under RCW 26:21:261 or 271. 

.CJ AU courts in tho children's home.statehavodeclined to exercise jurisdiction on the ground that a 
cOUrt of this state is the mor6 apprcpriate forum to determine the custody of the cbiJcb'eD under 
RCW26.27.26l or .271. 

'0 No other state has jurisdiction. 
0 This court bas temponuy emergency jmisdiction over this proceeding because the children ~ 

present in this state and the children have been abandaned .. ·or it is necessary in·an emergency to 
protect the children because the children, or a sibling or parent oftbc children is subjected to or 
threatened with abuse. RCW 26.27.231 . .. 

J certify under penally of perjury under the laws of the state of Washington th~ the foregoing is true and 
~l . 

·Dated ?(t'l/ fl ~ 7 ~Q ~ • Washington 

CHILD CUSTODY INFORMATION SHEET· Page 2 of2 
WPF DV-1.030 (9/2001) • RCW 26.050.030,26.27.201-.291 

4fJ\je..o.. ~~" 
Petitioner 



STATEMENT OF ADDITIONAL GROUNDS 

This affidavit is written with out all the facts to show 

the courts that are on record. The opening brief is as well 

written with out all the facts to produce effective reasoning 

and is not an accurate. 

This statement includes the Issues pertaining to the current 

failure to effective assistance of legal counsel, as well as 

trial issues that have been overlooked by the overworked 

appeals court attorney. As I am new to the litigation study 

these Issues, Pionts, Arguments, request to review all the 

record, time to review, Statement of the case, and the cases 

found are incomplete. Thus, leaving the court with out the 

merits of the case to produce effective reasoning. 

Please bear with me and do your to take proper action 

by remanding for a fair trail to be set and allow myself and 

family and friends to seek assistance that is effective, time 

to review all the facts, and prepare for a new trial in one 

year. To stay here at CRCC with lesser chargers would help me 

to be a teachers assistance. Being at work at the time in 

question the charges should be acquitted. 

Thank you for your service to our society. 



THE THRESHOLD ARGUMENT OMITTED 

FROM THE BRIEF AND NOT PRESENTED BY THE COUNSEL AT TRIAL 

STATEMENT OF ADDITIONAL GROUNDS 

I/ Issue 

The fact the defendant was at work from 7:00 am to 2:00 

pm on May 9th, 2013, the day in question. The defendant, Grant 

T. Mcadams, was working at Spokane Arena for 6 hours and at 

the Convention Center for 1 hour on the day in question (rp352-

353). The situation under investigation took place after an 

alleged public phone call was made by the alleged victim at 

2:10 pm to Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, from a 7-Eleven store. The 

store•s address is 323 West Indiana Spokane, Washington (rp434-

435). The distance between is approximately 15 blocks and a 

15 minutes, 48 second walk (rp420). 

II/ Argument 

Working from 7:00 am to 2:00 pm, how is it possible for 

the defendant to travel approximately 15 blocks in less than 

10 minutes~ Being at the 7-Eleven to give the alleged victim 

50 cents to make the phone call (rp257). This is not a possible 

conception for the defendant to have been at the 7-eleven by 

well before 2:10 pm. Yes well before 2:10 prn when the call was 

made 1as call was made from a pay phone with coin, dialed long 



dtstance to Canada and these two actions take time before the 

call connected at 2:10 pm. 

III/ Conclusion 

The fact that the defendant was at work until 2:00 pm and 

the man who Mr. Salih made a long distance phone call after 

meeting the man, dialing long distance and the call connecting 

at 2:10 pm. Leaves the defendant out of the area of people who 

are the possible men picked up by the alleged victim Mr. Salih. 

Thus, these charges should be reversed and acquitted. 

THE SECOND ARGUMENT OMITTED 

STATEMENT OF ADDITIONAL GROUNDS 

I/ Issue 

The alleged victim was not injured to a first degree level. 

II/ statement of the case 

The police records read substantial injury, the definiton 

for second degree assault is substantial harm'. This fact is 

not brought up at trial or in the current brief. Emad Salih's 

injuries are only to the third degree level in accordance with 

the actual medical records of Mr. Salih. The testimony of the 



evaluating doctors use term "symptom validity testing as being 

the main issue, the credibility of the person's subjective 

report,"(rp371). Dr. James Bryant's expert opinion of the 

report is that Mr. Salih reports symptoms that do not reflect 

the injury (rp377). The circumstances here would be sufficient 

to relate to a post-traumatic anxiety emotional shock type 

of reaction. The atypical symptoms indicates that there may 

be a mental health issue, depression, any number of other 

factors that might be present in the context of unusual symptoms 

that would indicate that there was, I would say, quote, "some-

thing other than a medical factor that needed to be Identified" 

(rp370). The medical records show Emad M. Salih injury's to 

be of four minor cuts and a possible concussion he was at the 

hospital for a few hours released then returned with the 

atypical symptoms that were healed with visits by his church 

family (medical reports). 

III/ Argument 

The alleged victim was possibly injured to the second degree 

level as the police reports an injury of substantial amount 

and these reports are made by non-medical related persons. The 

medical reports show Emad Salih to be injured to third degree 

level. state v. Duncalf, 267 P. 3d 414, 164 Wn. App. 900 (Wash. 

App. Div.1 2011) at 2011 Wl 5830453*2, this case shows that 

the courts define 'substantial bodily harm' to be a great deal 

of substantial injury as follows. The victim named Ketchum 

s 



is injured to the second degree and his injuries are as 

follows: at least eight fractures; the exact number is 

uncertain because some of his orbital bones were shattered. 

This facial trauma required surgery whereby Ketchum•s jaw 

was realigned, titanium plates were inserted and his jaw was 

wired shut for over five weeks. In addition to severe facial 

injuries, Ketchum sustained a fractured rib that punctured 

his lung, creating a pneunothorax -- a potentially life 

threatening condition in which air escapes from and then 

compress the lung. He further sustained a fracture to the base 

of his skull, an injury that can lead to cranial bleeding. Over 

a year after the assault, Ketchum still suffered from nerve 

damage. 

Emad M. Salih injuries were Four minor cuts and a possible 

concussion. Mr. Emads injuries not at a first degree level and 

the failure of counsel at trial to point this fact out is a 

violation of the constitutional right to effective counsel. 

IV I Conclusion 

(a) The courts should see there are great errs in this case 

pertaining to failure to effective assistance of counsel at 

trial and acquit these charges. 

(b) May the courts not acquit the charges than, may the 

may the courts schedule a new trial and new venue. 

(c) The may the courts reduce the charges to reasonable 

charges to prepare a defense that is realistic with effective 

assisatnce. 



.. 
,.·. 
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ARRGUEMENTS AND POINTS 

The issues of the current case which went to trial and 

resulted in a false finding of guilt do to ineffective 

assistance of counsel at trial, before trial, in the appeal 

process and over a life time. 

I/ ARGUMENTS 

A. The arguments omitted from the current opening brief: 

(1) The eyewitness' all identify some one other than the current 

defendant at the time one and a half years prior to trial, then 

the states witness' point at the defendant and are not 

questioned by defense counsel as to who they originally 

identified at the time of the event. 

(2) The time card stating defendant to be at work during the 

day in question was discredited by plaintive and not defended 

by the defense counsel. 

(3) The alleged victim Emad M. Salih was released from the 

Emergence Room with four minor cuts and a possible concussion. 

Then returned the following day with atypical to report relating 

concussion symptoms. After passing every test possible he was 

moved to rehabilitation center with the term, ' questionable 

post concussion syndrome ' describing the issue. Also the doctor 

[ 0 01 ] 



at trial stated the alleged victim had, quote,'mental, 

psychological, someting other than medical issues that 

needed to be identified.' Then stated the main issue here was 

' symptom validity testing.' 

(4) The charge of first degree assault has no grounds to be 

involved in this case as a charge. The gathering of area peoples 

who live in the same area influenced one another to then recall 

a narrative that conflicts the medical reports. Medical records 

report Mr. Emad to have received 3 to 4 injuries from the 

confrontation i.e. records support the fact that Mr. Emad was 

not struck 10 to 15 times as stated and demonstrated by the 

prosecution in trials closing argument. 

(5) The prior agreements made with ineffective assistance in 

the past were not briefed argue to be made inadmissible as 

material to impeach the defendant. 

(6) The Interpreter used at trial states to the courts he knows 

the alleged victim in the community and is not certified to 

interpret at all. Furthermore the alleged victims current 

level in ESL (English as a second language), is of higher 

quality than Mr. Imad's ESL education received. The prejudice 

caused by the relationship of Mr. Emad and Mr. Imad preceding 

trial, if fact Mr. Imad state to the courts he knows the story 

of the event in question. 
[002] 



B. The arguments pertaining to defense counsels failure 

to be effective assistance preceding trial: 

(1) The counsel dictated false advise base on non-existence 

evidence, such as witness' identifications and a witness cell 

phone video, also made fraudulent statements as to the 

condition of the alleged victims condition. 

(2) The defense counsel was unable to brief or prepare a logical 

defense, the case load over the year and a half of time waitting 

for trial. 

(3) Provided counsels advise was in between going to trial and 

pleading to a crime the defendant did not comet. 

(4) The amendments made to the charges were not briefed and 

argued as not to let happen. 

(5) Counsel also advised my close friends and family with 

fraudulent information for them to relay to me increasing the 

inflection of mental anguish, confusion and influencing the 

enviroment around me to think I was a witness, as well as to 

family to tell me I was guilty. 

(6) As I did trust counsels advise and felt I should be put 

to death for not being able to recall, an event of making a 

man use a wheel chair for legs and droll with no control. 
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SPOKANE COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT 

of the 

STATE OF WASHINGTON 

Petition of writ to vacation or extension of time limits and 

order to transmit all evidence to review. 

Grant T. McAdams, Appellant, State of Washington, Respondant 

Spokane superior court case no. 11-1-015808 

Division III court of appeals no. 310353 

I/ In re Time vacation or Extension of Time 

Having filed as indigent, the provided transcript of trial are 

incomplete, omission of the opening statements are vital to 

present to the appeals court, as one example of the materials 

that are being requested. To be granted the time of 360 days 

or the amount of time required to obtain all facts and review. 

A. The Washington law provides a bare minimum of materials 

to indigent peoples, the designation of clerks papers and 

exhibits order is the issue which requires a time extension 

or time vacation, to arrange for payment to the courts for all 

the materials to review and prepare a defense. The following 

are required; (1) All of the titles described in the Spokane 

County Trial Docket Case#: 111015808, Sub# 1 threw 77, audio 
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and verbatim transcriptions of all hearings, also the police 

reports, and Emad M. Salih's medical reports. (2) The merits 

of the matter also are intertwined in the agreements made with 

ineffective assistance of counsel to felonies that should have 

never been agreed upon, Spokane County case numbers for inquiry 

are as follows; 10-1-06636 accrued from PFR100226; 08-1-009948; 

06-1-044682; 06-1-029748; and CR0101782. 

B. Issues that are presented; (1) Can a court arbitrate 

justice being deprived of de facto materials to required to 

review to produce effective reasoning and see the errors 

pertinent to injustice? (2) Dose the United States 

Constitution grant the right of the accused, esp. of false 

convictions, to have alleged evidence made available to review 

and defend aginst? (3) Arrangements to pay for the materials 

required to review are made how? 

c. Arguments of this petition are held in rules; RCWA 10.73.1 

and RCWA 4.72.020 motion to vacate time limitations, and RAP 

rules (1) 9.1 Composition of record on review, {2) 9.3 verbatim 

reports of proceedings, (3) 9.8 Transmitting record on review, 

and 14.4 Cost of bill. 

D. I the appellant, Grant T. McAdams, am acting pro se 

in this matter. To bring forth to the courts all the facts. 

The courts should be presented with all merits to analyze and 

synthesize effective reasoning equating fair criterion. 
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II/ In re Withdrawl of Opening Brief 

The current brief filed to defend the appellant is a paradigm 

of ineffective ineffective appellant counsel. The appeal 

brief failure to show the following facts of the case is due 

to the omission of facts provided for the indigent people. 

A. The opening brief is based and written with only 350 

pages of the transcripts being propounded, thus omitting the 

the following points and arguments of facts to produce 

effective reasomm~g. (1) The case and chief of the case or 

the failure in preparing a case and chief, is based on the fact 

that the defendant is not the perpetrator. In the opening 

statements of indigent appointed counsel he states 'what we 

are going for here is a lesser included charge', influencing 

the jury to infer the defendant to be guilty. (2) The 

interpreter !mad Bierouty states to the courts he knows the 

alleged victim, is not certified to interpret, has English as 

Second Language education to permit good cause, and the 

close relation in the community of himself to the alleged 

victim caused him form a preconceived opinion from the 

narratives told by the alleged victim. (3) The prior 

agreements advised to sign by ineffective assistance of 

counsel preceding, where not briefed to argue and cause the 

defendant impeachment from testimony. (4) The allged 
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victim Emad M. Salih was injured to a third degree level, the 

police reports state 'substantial' injury though the reports 

are commonly written inflated to the injuries of an alleged 

victim. (5) Mr. Salih stating to have called Seattle when in 

fact he called Ottawa, Ontario, Canada at 2:10 pm as the 

defendant was just leaving work clocking off at 2:00 prn, the 

call was made from a public phone owned by Pacific Telemangement 

Services. (6) None of the merits in the Spokane County Trial 

Docket list are transmitted to be reviewed by the defense and 

his counsel has not requested or put forth any effort to 

request the materials to review. 

III/ CASE CITES SUPPORT 

(1) The motion to withdraw brief, State v. Robison, 794 P.2d 

1293, 58 Wn. App.599 (Wash.App.Div.1 1990), "it is the duty 

of the state to provide the indigent as adequate and effective 

appellate review as that given appellants with funds 11 

(2) as to come prose, State v. Rafay, 167 Wash.2d 644, 222 

p.3d 86 (2009), and seek assistance. 
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IV/ CONCLUTION 

To be granted the time to review the merits the materials 

described in the 'materials list' section. Thus, effective 

reasoning can only be established by propounding all the facts. 

The following are required; (1 l The time of one year or 360 

days to review all the merits with effective assistance. 

(2) To withdraw the opening brief as it fails to have all the 

facts considered and prepared to be presented to the courts 

to synthesize criterion by effective reasoning. 

§ Do grant the requests of time to review all evidence, 

a withdraw of current brief, and effective assistance in 

obtaining the merits on record. 

This has been written true and under the law of perjury 

by the defendant, Grant T. McAdams seeking liberty, and 

a future in a successful good faith service to society. 

Respectfully submitted by:~.J(J~ 
Date of submitting:S.d..'\.~t\\72. Grant T. McAdams 

Ygur service to society is appreciated. 
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DESCRIPTION OF ASSISTANCE 

[T]here is merits pertaining to the case of Grant T. McAdams 

v. State of Washington, Spokane County Superior Courts cause 

number 11-1-015808, that require reveiw. 

I/ EXPEDIANT ASSISTANCE. IN RE: 

(1) Time to review all materials and prepare to present to the 

Division III Appeals court of Washington State. 

(2) A withdrawing of the current opening breief that is turned 

in the to the court of appeals case number 310353. 

(3) The arrangements for payment of cost to receive the 

materials required to review. 

(4) A copy of the (RAP) Rules of Washington. 

(5} Case cites relating to the list of arguments omitted from 

the current opening brief. 

(6) Ideas of which cases to cite for each argument. 

(7) Ideas of which statutes, rules and opinions would be proper 

to argue each piont. 
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DESCRIPTION OF ASSISTANCE 

[T]here is currently 4 prior cases of which are bering merits 

to case 11-1-015808. As well to arrange for cost of copies to 

be made of all the Superior Court Trial Docket list. In 

accordance with which rule? Preceding what case? The matter 

funding to pay for copies Contact Marrienne Reents, Tawnya Bruns, 

and Ronnald Dunncan. The contact information will be attached. 

The Case Numbers that are to be inquired and arrangements 

to be paid for to reveivew will also be attached. All of these 

matters are in the Spokane County courts, filed under district 

and Superior. To assist me in obtaining all the facts of the 

record of Grant T. McAdams to present to the courts and bring 

forth justice. For once in my life I will put forth an opinion 

and show how ineffective the assistance of indigent quality 

has been. 

Send the RAP rule of washington as well as a few case cites 

on Identifications of winess' at trial contradicting their 

statements in the police reports. A case cite on interpreters 

not being certified, knowing of the story before trial, and 
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having a close relationship with the alleged victim in the 

community. As well as the Alleged victim having symptoms at 

hospital that were recorded as Quote, " mental,psychological 

or something other than medical issues," i.e. cites of cases 

pertaining to level of assault, the alleged victim had four 

minor cut on his head and claimed to be in a concussion related 

state for as long as the hospital would care for him. As well 

as a case cite pertaining to the defense counsel fruaduatly 

or possibly reading the evidence wrong and leading myself and 

my family to believe that I had crippled a man and was on video 

doing so with six eyewitness', when their are five eyewitness' 

who identify the suspect at the time to not be the defendant 

Grant T. McAdams. 

The ineffective assistance provided for the publict, dose 

not provide assistance to fund the cost of the case files 

that are needed to be reviwed. further more the attorney Janet 

Gemberling's brief is a incomplete and in no way represents 

the defendant. Being obligated by the law to process 36 briefs 

a year she has little time to do any more than read 350 pages 

in her review of each case. Leaving her work quality to fail 

in the production of a realistic defense brief. 
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III/ STATEMENTS OF THE CASE 

Plaintive witness M.D. Oliver Drouin 

Dr. Oliver cared for Emad M. Salih from May 10th, 2011 

through May 14th, 2011, after being released from the hospital 

he returned. With claims to have had episodes of losing memory, 

fainting, wasn't able to walk. Preceding an assault when he 

picked up a hitchhiker on the side of the road (rp155). Dr. 

Oliver states Mr. Salih had very labile emotions and amnesia 

of the event, appoximately, on initial exam. Emad is stated 

to have lacerations on the front and back scalp. Reports there 

appeared to be a fracture that did not show up on the first exam 

(rp157). THe doctor dose not remember the exact number of 

sutures, were at least. He was diagnosed with 'post concussive 

syndrome,' the treatment supportive care and speach. 

Witness Dr. James Bryant 

Dr. Bryant's states, " in this case that would have occurred 

relating to a concussion. I'll qualify this as stating there's 

different points in the medical record as to whether there was 

-- if it was agreed upon wether a concussion had taken place. 

There's, at one point in the intake, the transfer to St. Luke's, 

the term 'questionable post concussion syndrome'. At other 

points physicians had felt quiet certain that the symptoms here 



were consistent with what would be expected from a concussion. 

There is some uncertainty, from what i saw in those records" 

(rp363-364). 

Distiguishes Post concussion syndrome to drive from a more 

serious head injury (rp365). In a situation like this there 

is not a moderate or sever brain injury, the symptoms of 

post concussion syndrome resolves more rapidly, with in hours 

or days, a few weeks in an overwhelming majority of cases(rp365). 

The doctor declares there to be yes and no to the symptoms of 

post concussion syndrome and the diagnosis of this non life 

threatening issue. The yes in this case an observed blow to 

the head, headache, alteration of consciousness. That's not 

necessary to identify a concussion. The no, there are atypical 

symptoms of which do not make sense. The clear recall for events 

before the incident which were then forgotten the next day. 

Furthermore the sudden onset of confusion a day later following 

the incident itself, after an observed and described period 

of clear, reasonable communication and mental focus. A situation 

in which you would expect a delayed onset would be if there 

some other factor that took place such as a bleed or some other 

insult to the brain during the interim. And these did not take 

place here (rp368). 

The circumstances here would be sufficient to be related to 

a post traumatic anxiety emotional shock type of reaction. That 

in the context of the other unusual symptoms indicates that 

there may be a mental health issue, depression, any number of 



other factors that might be present in the context of the 

unusual symptoms that would indicate that there was, I would 

say, quote, "something else other than a medical factor that 

needs to be identified" (rp370).Mr. Salih's main issue is 

described as " symptom-validity testing," i.e. the credibility 

of the person's subjective report (rp371 ). Most medical 

providers and rehabilitation therapists are in the role of 

accepting what is presented to them and the patient's 

complaints. There is not the roll of critical questioning, 

particularly in the context of unusual or atypical symptoms 

responding. And that is the concern the thinks was omitted here 

(rp372). A blow to the head and you don't forget who you are 

or where you are at or what is happening. So we can throw that 

out, that being amnesia (rp373). As for the episodes when 

Mr. Sahil was described as the eyes rolling back in his head, 

becoming unresponsive for a short period of time, raising the 

question of a possible seizure taking place. There was an EEG 

performed resulting in no brain abnormalities this was done 

to show prudent prevention of the unusual display. Furthermore, 

the rapid recovery following these seizure-like episodes when 

the typical course is for confution, wooziness, fatigue for 

some period of time following the actual seizure episode. The 

medical Dr.Bryan identified these episodes psychological 

functioning or, quote, some motivation to -- trying to possibly 

communicate or express or react in some way, but not in 

neurological functioning (rp376). The doctor's opinion of the 

reported symptoms by Mr. Salih do not reflect the injury (rp377). 



III/ STATEMENT OF THE CASE (a) witness' testimony 

On May 9, 2013 around 2:00 in the afternoon Whitney Melcher 

is in front of her house talking to a neighbor(rp73), when the 

next sight she saw was a man beating another on the street(rp74). 

Ms. Melcher identifies the suspect as number two or three when 

shown a six person montage with Mr. McAdams being number five 

(rp242). Lori Kramer lives in the same area and heard screeching 

tires. She the looks out her window to see two men arguing in 

a car. Next she sees the driver being hit onthe other side of 

the car several times. The striker was Caucasian and the man 

being struck was Middle Eastern (rp85). Ms. Kramer is shown 

the montage and identifies number 6 as the suspect(rp242). 

During the direct examination by Mr. Seinmetz, the prosecutor, 

testifies for the witness by stating the number of times the 

witness saw the Middle Eastern man stuck. Ms. Kramer stated 

between five to ten more times, then corrects her claim to 

being several, while Mr. Steinmetz inflates an estimate of 10 

to 15 strikes in yes or no question formation to influence 

the jury (rp87). Dennis O'Brian was talking to his neighbor 
Whitney Melcher, when he heard screaming. Saw two men on shorter 
in height and Caucasian jumping up and hitting the other man 
Middle Eastern, tall, and is said to be yelling "Allah", with 
a red pipe wrench (rp98). Watching Mr. Emad being struck probably 

three times, then another four while on the ground, Mr. Obrian 

yelled,"we•ve called the police, you•re killing him. Stop. 11 

Mr. o•Brian thought the tool being use was a pipe wrench, which 

he supposed at the time could have caused death (rp100). Mr. 

o•Brian recalls Mr. Emad stating 11 My son, my son 11 as though 

Mr. Emad 1 s worried about his son. The suspect Mr. o•Brien is 

not able to put forth an identification (rp103-104). 

Randall Brown was a back yard located thirty feet from where 

the Mr. Emad 1 s vehicle came to a stop (rp399). Having an 

unobstructed view, Mr. Brown saw Mr. Emad run down the street 

after Mr. Emad left the car by means of the driver side door. 

The man chased him and struck Mr. Emad four or five times once 

the man caught Mr. Salih. Now standing 15 feet from both men 

having a great opportunity to view the man (rp401-402-403). 

Mr. Brown states he saw quiet a few strikes, possibly seven 

or eight. Also states the man seemed like he was going to finnsh 

off Mr. Emad, but did not strike him at all on the ground (rp409) 



III/ STATEMENT OF THE CASE §(a) witness• testimo~ 

Mr. Brown identified the suspect to be number one or number 

three, in may (rp241-242). 

§ (b) officer•s testimony 

Detective Mark Burbridge, the lead investigator believes 

eyewitness testimony and the evidence suggests Mr. Emad first 

cicles the car then runs to the corner and collapsed (rp193). 

The detective presents State•s Exhibits 19-59 of mainly alleged 

blood and clothing of Mr. Salih. Detective Burbridge connects 

alleged blood dots to demonstrate a supposed path of travel 

around the car and to the corner (rp194-200). After stating 

on States Exhibit 47 11 This close-up of the blood on the ground. 

This particular photograph was taken to try to show the 

direction of motion of the blood. Blood falls in the direction 

that a person•s running, and you can show that by the direction 

of the splatter. (line 19-23,198) 11
• Detective continues to 

comment on exhibits of his opinion," States exhibits 52. 1 Again 

this is a close-up photograph of blood to show tha direction 

of travel of the person that was bleeding. 1 (line 9-11)". Draws 

the path he think could have been ran by the man who started 

bleeding in the car and travel form the car to the corner of 

street intersection (rp199-200). Detective is unable to depict 

if Mr. Emad was struck at any time, he knew that Mr. Salih was 

bleeding from his car to the corner (rp201). May 11th preforms 

a search of the vehicle without obtaining a signed warrant to 

perform the search (rp202). Starts reviewing states exhibits 

60-64 are pictures of the out side of the car, 65 is a picture 

of blood on the inside panel with drivers side door open (rp205). 
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III/ STATEMENTS OF THE CASE 

(a) officer testimony 

[D]etective Mark Burbidge reviews exhibits 66-88 stateing 

repetitively each picture was of the alleged victims blood, 

not confirmed as blood. Exhibits 83-84 are pictures of a child 

seat and cloths very unrelated to the case trial to have to 

possibly have assisted in the unjust verdict (rp208-209). There 

were items in the car taken for finger printing along with the 

tool used in the altercation no results to Mr.McAdams (rp211). 

States exhibits 89-96 are of Mr. Emad in the hospital directly 

after injury. Detective Burbidge makes fallacious statements 

of Medical injuries form pictures of dry blood and leaves an 

influence on jury which may have lead false verdict of guilt 

(rp217-219). The detective continues to give his professional 

opinion on possible injuries out of his area of practice (rp221-

223). Then gives an estimate of ten blows to amount to the 

substantial injury(rp223,and poilice report). Two differnt 

statements at trial Mark refers to the injury of Emad to Be 

serious injuries, (rp185), and the injury is labeld as 

substantial injury,(Police Reports). 

§ Officer Kannber~ Erick, arrives in the area at 2:20 four 

minutes after the incident and observed a group of people around 

Mr. Salih. Then summons medics and identifies the injured man 

to be Emad Mohammed Shali (rp111-112). The prosecution presents 

the officer with exhibits P1-PS, to officer Kannberg for him 

to give his description of the photos. The scene is discribed 

of Mr. Sahil's journey to the medics care with all the standard 

precautions taken (i.e. he was place on a backboard with his 

his tee-shirt and coveralls removed). The officer then keeps 

the integrity of the scene (rp114-115). 
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III/ STATEMENTS OF THE CASE 

(b) Officer testimony 

§ 0fficer Robert Collins responded at 2:00pm to the area 

and spoke with Mr. Brown. Officer Collins states Mr. Brown's 

description of what he saw 16 months before. Mr. Brown saw a 

the driver exit the vehicle then the passenger exit the same 

vehicle both traveling toward the corner. The passenger hits 

the once with a rusty pipe wrench pipe wrench after 10 more 

strikes knocking Mr. Salih to the ground, then striking him 

two more times on the ground. Mr. brown then yelled to stop 

the altercation(rp460). Describes a suspect(rp461 ). And Mr. 

(c) Closing arguments 

§ The prosecutor Mr. Steinmetz begins stating to the jury 

"I do not have to prove during this trial" ••• "I do not have 

to show any physical injury to Mr. Salih under" the charges 

instrucyions ••• "i don't have to prove rnotive"(rp487). Then 

continues to give the jury a description of the elements and 

rules with no objections to his personal opinion statement~. 

Uses this analogy, 'if I got in my car and I was driving to 

Coeur d'Alene and I got to Liberty Lake, would that be a 

substantial step towards me going to Coeur d'Alene? Or if 

I got to Post Falls, would that be a substantial step towards 

me getting to Coer d'Alene? Again, I don't have to complete 

the trip, only that I have to show conduct that strongly 

indicates, in this case a criminal purpose, and it's more than 

mere preperation." Then MR. Steinmetz defines first-degree murder 

as," premeditated intent to cause the death of another person. 
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III/ STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

(c) Closing arguments 

Again, ·I have to show a substantial step toward that." Then 

Mr. Steinmetz continues to give the jury fallacious depictions 

of the law possibly influancing the jury to the err of verdict 

(rp489-490). Gives a demonstration to the jury of ten full 

strikes in the air with the about foot long ~ in. wide tool 

inthe air and then two more bent over to the ground this 

p~J:.''.:=h·xirama may have caused the false verdict. Also states that 

Mr.Salih had a fracture, not in accordance with the medical 

records(rp 495 and Emad M. Salih Medical Record). Mr. Steinmetz 

continues to intertwine the instructions in such a fashion 

the jury may have begun to miss understand the proper instructio 

first administerd by the courts(rp495-496-497). 

§ ~l~k Victor Hannibal defensive publicly funded counsel 

st~r~~ h:3 closing argument with the witness' all of whom id 

ot~e~ suspects in the photo montage and though he argues this 

slightly he contradicts this argument all threw out the rest 

of the closing argument(rp498-499). The facts that Mr.McAdams 

w~~ at work until 2:00 and the man who was picked up by Mr.Salih 

after a call made by both men from a public phone at 2:10. 

meaning that Mr.McAdams had walked 15 blocks in less than 10 

rnt!'ln':es after work. further more Mr. Salih states he required 

money to make the phone call to Seattle when it was really to 

Canada for two minutes requiring a few dollars in change not 

just 50 cents or the time required to type in a long distance 

phone card making the time even closer to 2:00 in the after 

-nn:)•1 the time Mr. McAdams got off work 15 blocks away(rp499-

500). 
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III/ STATEMENTS OF THE CASE 

(c) Expert witness Jennifer Devenport, Ph.D. 

Dr. Devenport is qualified in the field of legal psychology 

which is a specialty in the area of social psychology (rp439). 

The factors that influence eyewitness memory and their accuracy, 

as well as factors that are designed within the legal system 

to protect defendants from wrongful convictions that might 

result from mistaken eyewitness identification (rp440). studies 

show the best practice to administer a photo montage is sequen-

tialy. The officer should not be familiar with who the suspect 

is in the case, this causes possible verbal and nonverbal cues 

to be displayed to the witness can actually lead witness to 

pick a particular person from the line up. The witness want 

to do a good job and identify the person, thus, being more in 

tune with subtle cues that might be presented unconsciously 

even by the office (rp 446). Montage picture packs as used in 

this case of six pictures can generate false identification 

by mean of a suggestive photo of the suspect. Dr. Devenport 

examines the the six photo mantage just as Mr. Salih Would 

have and states number 4 can be thrown out and number five jumps 

o~t from the rest of the photos presented simultaneously. This 

photo number five is of Mr. McAdams, Dr. Devenport believes 

his eyes are suggestive in the montage (rp447-446). The last 

one questioned Mr. Salih is of Middle Eastern decent. A large 



factor in reliable identification is cross-race, people who 

attempting to make an identification of someone of a different 

race have a much more difficult time and make more false 

identification than someone who's viewing and making 

identification of some one of their own race (rp451). Thus, 

cross-race identifications lead to higher rate of false 

identifications and time is also a factor more exposure time 

better chance of a identification (rp453). The factors that 

produce false identifications are stress, time allowed for 

memory decay, and the desire to please the officer presenting 

the montage. There is an expectation that witness' automatically 

have, "oh, the police must have a suspect. That's why I am being 

asked to view (rp454)." The finding that memory decays over 

time, especially with regards to the amount of time. A fairly 

large decay immediately afterwards, so within a couple of days; 

and then a bit less decay after that, and then it sort of tapers 

off. Memroy does not improve after that point but stays at that 

lower level (dcicS). An indicator of accuracy when a witness 

makes a quicker decision they are actually more accurate than 

witnesses who spend a longer time viewing the montage. The 

confidence of a witness dose not relate improvement in accuracy 

(dcic6). Dr. Devenport states that in this field of study there 

is 5% or less error rate in the findings (dcic13). Light is 



another factor along with distance, the lighting can change 

the accuracy decreasing with less light or to much light, while 

accuracy decreases by the increase of distance and anything 

beyond 150 feet is something we can't see well enough to make 

out (dcic17). Next the factor of drinking, drugs or other 

mind altering substances, declines the accuracy of a witness 

identification. Suqh as medication administered in a hospital. 

The stress of the witness during observation and the object 

of focus, i.e. the focus could be on the weapon or- the even 

on something other than the situation asked to describe (dcic19). 

In a stressful event one could describe the weapon very well 

or the object of focus, this is a detriment to describing the 

characteristics of the perpetrator (dcic22). College students 

are of an age in which they have generally good brain function 

and good memory. The memory decreases with age, thus, college 

student age is an optimal preformace group. In summary, if 

there's multiple items in presence and you combine that with 

the desire of the witness to try to come up with an answer 

for the detective or whomever has shown this, because of their 

perception that they wouldn't be shown it unless there's a 

person in the montage, those in combination could increase 

or cause a higher percent of misidentification? Dr. Devenport 

states "That is possible, yes.'' (dcic29-30). 

§ dcic, defense case in chief, page cite 

§ rp, verbatim report of proceedings, page cite 
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STATEMENT OF ADDITIONAL GROUNDS 

Grant T. McAdams Future Plans 

of success as a productive, positive influence 

on society and prov~der 

[G]rant T. McAdams, I am a 26 year old father of one son 

with a future in business, good faith business. first order 

of business is to open up Dr. floor Co. and continue formal 

education. To become business engineer, floor covering guru, 

good faith service to society company creater, as well as an 

@ducated father, 



Fact to be propounded producing effective reasoning 

The preceding paper are to demonstrate to the courts the 

defendant, Grant T. McAdams, has been forced to live in an 

ecosystem at Washington State Penitentiary do to this time 

in close custody communication between myself and the court 

assistant of counsel was nonexistent. Also my legal ingorance 

was a large issue as well. I do see that I have a record that 

requires review and there are agreements I made out of ignorance 

to the law that require review. As I been a victim to 

ineffective assistance of counsel and legal ignorance as well 

as my unwillingness or knowing that I needed to stand up for 

myself in agreements I signed in the past. I was a father 

at young and broke a window and plead to inflated charges to 

what counsel would suggest. 

This has kept me from good job do to record of crimes I 

did not do. 

While in I have been at Coyote Ridge Correction Center I have 

been involved in Toastmasters International, Church, Education 

from Walla Walla where I started the Basic Bookkeeping then 

continued here at Coyote Ridge Correction Center I am about 

to graduate. I have realized the importance of a good record 

here i have be unable to be a teachers assistant do to the false 



charges of which I have been charged with. The victim of media 

slander and failure to effective assistance of counsel is a 

fact of which the courts may see once all the record is reviewed. 

I ask the courts to grant myself the time of one year or 

360 days to prepare a proper appeal brief while I live and learn 

in prison. I am studying to be a successful good faith business 

creator, a positive influence on and within society as well 

as great father to my 7-year-old son, Evan~~~>'~ 
~~~ (/ 
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Institutional Sanitation l;ertifi~ation Progra-
The r~ipient ef thU eertififtlte hu .. ti .. aetorUy eompleted the reqaired p..._ram element.: 

Profe.Mionalillm ...................................................................................................................................................... . 

Positive Attitude 
• Appropriate Appearance 
• Positive Conununications Skills 
• Outstanding Dependability 
• Pride in Work 

Employee Health and Safety .............................................................................................................................. . 

• Protective Equipment and Practices 
• Source ofThreats to Health and Safety 
• Safety Signage 

DO~ 2·Doar Allhellto11 ~181111 IV Awareneu Traininl!l 

Reeognizinl!l and Dandlinl!l ol Dazardoo11 Material11 .................................................................................. . 

• MSDS • Proper use of Chemicals 
• HMIS • Recognizing and Mitigating Bio-Hazards and other Dangerous Spills 
• HAZOOM 

1T11e and Maiatenant:e of Equipment 

• Vacuum Cleaners 
• Carpet Cleaner/Extractor 
• Hard Floor Surface Equipment 
• Maintain Routine Cleaning Equipment and Supplies 

~leaninl!l and Sanitation Pradieell 

• Hard Floor Surfaces • 
* Stripping. Sealing. and Refinishing 
• Spray Butrmg 
* Daily Maintenance 

Carpet and Upholstery 
• Spotting 
• Deep Cleaning 

• Wall Cleaning 
• Rest rooms, Showers and Lockers 
• Glass Cleaning 
• Room Cleaning 

Meetlnl!l Standard11 ............................................ ; .................................................................................................... . 

• Local Health Department 
• American Cortections Association 

State and Federal Laws and Standards 

• Efficient Energy Use Practices 
• Environmentally Friendly Practices 
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-· --- NAME (PRINT) HOMBRE DEL INTI!RNO (U1'RA DE IIOLDE) 

Grant Thomas McAdams 
DOC NUMBERINUAIERO DOC I UNIT, CEWUN/OAD, CELDA 

303490 B1 BB43 
I OATEJFECHA 

5-09-2013 
DESIRE INTERVIEW WITH OR ANSWER FROMIOESEA ENTREVISTA CON 0 RESPUESTA DE 
Ms. G. Mendez of education department 

1::::! ln...,._ needed for (language). 

REASONfQUESTION 0 Nec.lfo ~~-----fldlomaJ. 
RAZON/PREGUNTA In re next quarter: 
(1) To enroll into buaineaa related claaaea. 
(2) Assist in accounting as a volunteer or be 

enrolled for an additional auarter. 
(3) to remain in education for summer quarter 
( 4) 1)o I utl out the FASFA to acheive fund a 
for wwcc•s program to keep up and running? 
§ my son is 7 and I discus3 learning subjects 
with him and teach him. Thank you for service 

RESPONDER/PERSONA QUE RESPONDE I OA TEJFECHA 

D11tr1bu11on: WHITIIVILLOW-Reeponder, YEU.GW-Retum to otrender with ReiPQilll. PINK-Oifllnder keepe 
018tttbucl6n: 8LAIIfCAIAAMRIUA-Pwmna que IIJIII10IIlle. AIIARIU.A-Devultlvll flili*mo GOIIIIIIPUillta, 

IIOM-/JIIMIO 
DOC 21-473 E1S (Rev. 09121/11) DOC 390.585, DOC 450.500 



Department of 

Corrections 
OFFENDER'S KITE 

·,,,.; 

WASt11NGTON ST~TE 

PAPELETA DE PEnCION DEL INTERNO 
OFFENDER NAME (PRINT} NOIISRI! DltL ,....., (1Z1RA DE MOLDE) 

Grant T. McAdama 
DOC ~~w~MERODOC 

1 
uw: CE~fr· CELDA I DAS~~?-2013 

DESIRE INTERVIEW WITH OR ANSWER FROMIDESEA ENTREVISTA CON 0 RESPUESTA DE 

CPM Telleria 
Q~neededfor (language). 

REASONIQUESTION D NeceaiiiJ ,.,,..,. ,.,.., (ldloma). 
RAZON/PREGUNTA 

In re volunteering In accounting- Basic book 
keeping: (1) I am asking for an override to 
volunteer and aasist in the educ8tion 
department next guarter. (2) Mr. Xovis ana 
my self work well toqether, though having 
assisted my sister for years with her 

duties I am prepared to assist well. 
§ thi-s will be o fun sub1ect to teach my 

& son. Reepand ~itb ac~i~ please. 
DAYSOFFID SUB S 

'\,;_.,;' I r: - t:.·: I ·- ·:.-': '~ 

RESPONDERIPERSONA QUE RESPONDE I DATEIFECHA 

Dlatrlbullon: WHITEIYEUOW·Raponder, YELLOW-Return 10 Olfencler with Reeponu, PINK-Offender kMPI 
DilltltJur:ldn: ILANCNAIIARIUA-Pe11101111 que rN(IOnde, AIIARILLA-DeVIIIIvll allntrlrno con rwpuellte, 

ROSA-Intamo 
DOC 21-473 EJS (Rev. 08121111) DOC 390.585, DOC 450,500 



Department of OFFENDER'S KITE 
Corrections 
WASHIIliCTON ITATI 

PAPELETA DE PET/CION DEL INTERNO 
OFFENDER NAME (PRINT) NOIIBRE DEL INTERNO (LETRA DE IIOI.DE) 

Grant T .._ McAdau 
DOC l'MnNUMERO DOC 

1 

UN'Ii CEWUNIDAD. CELDA 
0 , 8B43 1 o~~'tl~2o13 

DESIRE INTERVIEW WITH OR ANSWER FROMIDESEA ENTREVISTA CON 0 RESPUESTA DE 

CPM Telleria 
(l•nguage). ld. lnt.p!Wler needed for 

REASONIQUEmON D NecNito ,,.,.,.,.,_., (ldlome). 
RAZO~REGUNTA In re Evan Micheal McAdams: 

This ia •Y aon• (1) Is he apprOVed to yisit 
with other adults aa a shepard. (2) Is there 

an~ isauea tbat mi~ht prevent a family viatt, 
or visit events. (3) Being educated as 
'much aa poapible while here ia important to 
my :te 1 f end I do Z:9QU8St to rema i 1:1. 1 D a snmmer 

quarter course of study toward the aa degree 
and in business. § to be a good example for 
my son. please repsond the best you can. 

SIGNATURE/FIRMA l DAYS OFF/OlAS UBRES 

RESPONSE 
RESPUESTA 

RESPONDER/PERSONA QUE RESPONDE I DATEIFECHA 

Oi&lrlbutlon: WHITE/YELLOW-RIIIj)OIIder, YILLOW-Relwn to Olfendllr with RwponM, PINK-Oirendllr kMpa 
OistribuoM)n: BLANCNAMARJLLA-Person que 18sponde, AIIARIUA-Devuellie allnlemo t:On /IMPUNta. 

ROSA-Im8mo 
DOC 21-473 E1S (Rev. 09121/11) DOC 390.1585, DOC 450.500 



Department of Corrections 
Legal Financial Obligations Withdrawal Acknowledgement 

For the period 11112013 through 313112013, Payment Dates: 112412013 and 41812013 

DOC#: 303490, Mcadams, Grant T 

County Paid 

Spokane County Clerk 

Total Paid To: Spokane County Clerk 

Cause# 

061029748 

061044682 

111015808 

Withdrawal Acknowledgement Summary 

LFO Balance 

$4,871.97 

$1,111.44 

$8,033.92 

Withdrawls 

$28.57 

Ack#: 2512083 - l 

Facility: AR I 

Location: R01BB431L 

Payments Refunds 

$28.57 

$28.57 $0.00 

The County Clerk maintains the official LFO payment record. For proof of receipt of money by the county, send a self addressed stamped envelope to the County Clerk. 

Some counties may charge copy fees for a payment history. 



MCADAMS GRANT T 536021036 03/26/13 PAGE 1 

WALLA WALLA COMMUNITY COLL 
500 TAUSICK WAY 
WALLA WALLA WA 99362 

A COURSE WITH "&" IS COMMON AMONG 
WASHINGTON STATE COHM & TECH COLLEGES 
WITH THE SAME COURSE. 

FALL 12 ......... 
BK 112 BUSINESS MATHEMATICS B 5.0 
BK 218 DESKTOP CALCULATOR y 1.0 

P/S CR CR ERN GPA CR GPTS 
QUARTER: 0.0 5.0 5.0 15.0 

••••• WINTER 13 ...... ~ ... 
ACCT& 201 PRIN OF ACCOUNTING I A- 3.0 
BK 112 BUSINESS MATHEMATICS B 5.0 

P/S CR CRERN GPA CR GPTS 
QUARTER: 0.0 8.0 8.0 26.1 

P/S CR CR ERN GPA CR GPTS 
CUMULATIVE: 0.0 13.0 13.0 41.1 
COLLEGE LEVEL 0.0 13.0 13.0 41.1 

END OF TRANSCRIPT ••••• 

MCADJIMS GRANT T SID303490 

10/05 FALL 12 

15.0 
0.0 

GPA 
3.00 

11.1 
15.0 
GPA 
3.26 

GPA 
3.16 
3.16 

**2,041 MCADAMS GRANT T 

MCADAMS GRANT T 
PO BOX 769 
CONNELL 

05 

1ll2 
WALLA WALLA 
WA 

WA 99326 



c-0' 
ADMINISTRATIVE SEGREGATION REVIEW 

, Offender Name 

: McAdams, Grant 
DOC Number 

303490 
, Facility 

WSP/MCOB 
! Date 

12/20/12 

INSTRUCTIONS: Be Specific as to Reasons Including 1. Specific Reasons for Placement: 2. Spedfic Reasons for Continuing Placement; and 3. 
Specific Reasons for Release form Segregation. Ensure that WHO, WHAT, WHEN, WHERE, AND HOW have been fully explained In Reason Area. 
4. lnciude Offender Response to Allegations as Appropriate. 

0 Special Housing Intake 0 Initial 0 -Weekly 

· .. ·• 'RECOMMENDATIONS 

0 181 Continue Segregation and Schedule Next Review 0 

0 Threat to Others 0 Threat to Self 0 Threat to Security 181 Threat to Orderliness of Facility 0 Other (Specify Below) 

Reason for placement: On 1217/12 Offender McAdams, Grant# 303490 was referred to Administrative Segregation for 
Housing Review/Protection Concerns by CUS L. Oliver-Estes. Offender McAdams is referred for Administrative 
Segregation for protection concerns as a result of his inability to adjust to his incarceration. Despite multiple attempts and 
counseling sessions with custody, management, and mental health staff, he acts in a manner that puts him at risk from 
other general population offenders. At this point, staff have contact with him on a daily basis in order to try to help him 
make better choices and to adhere to facility rules. Based on the danger he presents to himself through his actions and 
inability to function in this setting, he is recommended for review for protective custody and/or mental health housing 
placement. No infraction pending. Supplemental information to be provided to support PC/MH housing. 

IJtfermation '·presented by offender: This inmate had no questions or comments. 
~ L.---

lnformation presented by others including witnesses and/or confidential information: Not applicable 

Adjustment and IBMP: While this inmate is on Administrative Segregation status, he is expected to remain infraction 
free, cooperate with staff, participate in Hygiene, Recreation, and Food Service Programs. 

Was offender present at hearing (if No, why): Present 

Recommendation and justification: Retain on administrative segregation pending transfer to CBCC due to protection 
concerns. This inmate's behavior causes others to want to hurt him. He refuses placement in the BAR units. He cannot 
return to WSP Qeneral population. A close custody facility change is in order. 

0 MODIFY DECISION TO 

0 Offender Requires Monitoring for Medication 
0 Offender Requires Special Diet 

SUPERINTENDENT/DESIGNEE 

181 Approves 0 Disapproves 

I 0 REASON FOR DISAPPROVAUMODIFY DECISION TO 

IIR 

CS Sundberg 
Si nature 

Offender's Signature 

Distribution: WHITE-Central File, YELLOW-Segregation Unit Supervisor, PINK-Hearing Officer, GOLDENROD-Offender 

12/20/12 
Date 

12/20/12 
Date 

Date 



WALLA WALLA COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
500 Tausick Way, Walla Walla, WA 99362 

SATELLITE CAMPUS ADMISSIONS FORM 

Last Name:Mc_ P, ~ 
I J .. ..,("' _('(\.:... 

AKA: 

Cn\."-\~\ \ "".. r"\ 1.' ' \'· ) . .,_' .~~-..rv,c.., 

Applying From Campus at CRCC 

DOC # )\) ?) ~ q Q 

First Name: ''"' 

~._:n·c..._.,'\~ IMI\ 

Sirtn Date: Mo I Day I Year 

\id Is j '98'(1) 
fi1 Summer fij' Fall I Application fer: 

•)Jj \ ")) -l_t_, \ "\ ~Winter m Spring 

I Hew long do you plan to attend WWCC? 011 ·Orte Quarter 012 -Two quarters Q 13 -One Year !YJ 14 -Up to two years 

01s ·Long enough to get a degree 0 16 -Dor.'t know 0 SO -Other 
What is your current work status while attending. college? Check the box that BEST applies to you: 
0 15 -Not employed, but seek1ng employment tsti 16 -Not employed, not seektng employment 0 90 -Other 

What is your level of education prior to entry of Walla Walla Community College? Check the box that BEST applies to you: 

0 10 ·Less than 91
h grade 0 13 -High School Graduate ~ 16 -Associate Degree 

0 ll -Less than high school graduation l!f 14 -Some post high school, but no degree or certificate ~ 17 -Bachelor's Degree or above 
0 12 ·GED 0 15 -Certificate (less than two years) ~ 90 -Other 

What was your family status when you started at Walla Walla Community College? Were you ... {Select tne best response) 

0 11 ·A single parent with children or other dependants in your care 0 13 -Without children or other dependants in your care 
0 12 ·A couple with children or other dependants in your care ~ 90 -Other~M._'r- "" ~~< .... ~t ... ~ 

WHAT RACE/ETHNICITY DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF TO BE? PLEASE MARK ONE OR MORE BOXES TO INDICATE WHAT RACE YOU 
Are you of Spanish/Hispanic/Latina ethnicity? CONSIDER YOURSELF TO BE 

0 No 00 White (8001 00ther PacifiC Islander 16811 0Japanese (61!1 

0 Yes, Cuban (7091 0 Nat1ve Hawarian (6531 0Korean 16421 0 Alaskan Natrve IS97l 

0 Yes, Puerto R1can (7271 LJ Chinese (6051 0American Indian (5871 0 Fiiipino 16081 
O Yes. Mexican. Mex1can- American, Chrcano (7221 0Afncan Amencan (872)0Vietnamese 16191 LJ Other Asian 16211 
0 Yes, Other Spa"'sh/Hispanoc/Launo (Pruu Sptcify) . ~Other Ethnicity (Pieotse specify) 

~ U.S. Citizen? I!J Yes 0No If not a U.S. citizen, Country of citizenship 

I VETERAN'S INFORMATION Are you a veteran' 0 Yes r, No ·-
i 

FIRST GENERATION Are you a first generation college student? (Neither parent has a four year degree) DYes 0No 

I PREVIOUS EDUCATION- Hav~ oHicral cooies of nigh school transcript or GE:> test scores, and all colle~P. rr~nswors sP.nt to WWCC Admiss1ons Off1te 
I 

Please ask instructor for a transcnpt request and release form. 
Name of last hagn scnool attended. Date you graduated or will graduate Month __ Yr~ City, State and Country 

I 't~:cf•., If you did not graduate, indicate the hoghest graded completed ·r:.~ S)r...,_~~ (,'b.. ;rd' ···.,\ 
I Have you comQieted aGED' ? ~Yes 0No If YES. What year? Where? 

Name of last College, Vocational/technical school attended Graduated C:, C'!J...nd State l Years Attended 

c-" • e 0 YES !Yj NO )\h;\ ~·tl \ ., From).()(.:~ to ~.() r'L-
Name of last College, Voc;wonal/techn!Cal schooi attended Graduated t1ty and State Years Attended 

0 YES 0 NO From to 
I 

\ Name of last Colleg~. Vocational/tec~nocal scnool attended Graduated C:tv and State Years A!lended 
om QNO from to I' certify to the best of my knowledge that the statements on th1s form are true 

\ Srgnature J1,-c1t] . 1l~\s~ .. ,,_ Date ~ / 1. ~ 1 2C:. \') 

I 



" ~ Community Colleges of Spokane 

Spokane Community College 
Registration Office 

Coyote Ridge Correction Center 

1810 N GreeneSt I MS 2151 
Spokane WA 99217-5399 

Grant T McAdams #303490 Unit B Cell #BB43 
1301 N Ephrata Avenue 
PO BOX 769 
Connell WA 99326 

Dear Grant: 

1-800-248-5644 Toll-free line 
509-533-8181 FAX 
509-533-7482 TIY 
www.scc.spokane.edu 

I have received your letter and Admissions form to Walla Walla Community College. 

Your request to receive your official Spokane Community College cannot be granted. All 
college and Financial Aid debt must be paid in full before you may receive a copy of 
your official transcript. Unfortunately, no exceptions can be made to waive the college 
and Federal outstanding debt currently on record. 

Your college debt of an estimated $774.30 from spring quarter 2009 has already been 
sent to collections and cannot be reversed. Please call NCO 888 289 0907 to resolve 
this balance. 

Your State Need Grant repayment of an estimated $852.00 is also in collections. 
Please call ECSF 888 549 3274. 

Your Pel! Grant repayment is estimated at $649.00, please call the US Department of 
Education- Debt resolutions at 800 621 3115. 

I am returning your Walla Walla Community College - Satellite Campus Admissions 
Form to you. 

· Sincerely, 

@)~~> 
Robin Young 
Registrar 



STATE OF WASHINGTON/ 
: DEFENDANT: Declaration of 

legal author 

I, Grant T. McAdams, have written the forging papers of 

legal matters true and fair as a good faith father seeking all 

the fac~s to produce effective reasoning. 

Falsely imprisoned: 

Grant T. McAdams DOC# 303490 

Coyot~ Ridge Correction Center 

PO Box 769 I 1301 N. Ephrata Ave. 

Connell, Washington 99326 

Signed at Coyote Ridge Correction Center, 

Connell, Washington on this ~~1 ~ day of the month of~. I 

2013. 
Signature:W \ · "'fVl~ 

Grant T. McAdams 
.rei 

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this ;23 day of 

4J~rft /)1Jih~tc:,~--c 
Notary Public in and f~r th~State of Washington. 

Residing in c; ~~ -'t f {OLl if WA. 

My Ccmnission Expires: f- 1 A 90 ll( 

.. ,,,,, .... ,,, ' 



31035-3-III 
SEP 0 9 2013 
COl1RTO!~ APPEAL~: 

COURT OF APPEALS DlVt.;lON n: 
STATE Of' W.:\S~UNtJTON 

BY-----~··-·--· 

DIVISION III 

OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 

STATE OF WASHINGTON, RESPONDENT 

v. 

GRANT THOMAS MCADAMS, APPELLANT 

APPEAL FROM THE SUPERIOR COURT 

OF SPOKANE COUNTY 

APPELLANT'S ADDENDUM 

TO STATEMENT OF ADDITIONAL GROUNDS 

Grant T. McAdams 
#303490 
PO Box 769 
Connell, WA 99326 

ON REVIEW 

Grant Thomas McAdams 
Appellant 

ORIGINAL 
'·. 
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II; ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR; II. Page 1, A. Trial 

court error in the process of obtaining 

witnesses in defense favor. 

II. Page 2 B. The use of an interpreter 

without formal training to perform this duty 

is an error in the trial court? 

III; STATEMENT OF THE CASE; 

1-4 A. Lay witnesses testirrony; 

3-4 B. Lead detective and officer testinony; 

6-8 D. Medical Doctor Testim:::>ny; 

13-1 5 E. Closing Arguements; 

16-22 F. Testimony of alleged victim; 

23 G. lOCAL INI'ERPREI'ER AND ALLE.X:iED VICTIM DURING OOURT 

DETERMINING RO QUALITY OR NOT QUALIFY 

IV; ARGUMENTS; 

IV; Page 1- N. Page 2 The defendant was at work from 

7:00 am to 2:00 pn on May 9th, 2013 the day in question. 

IV. Page 3- IV. Page 4 B. The use of an interpreter 

without adequate certification was qualified pursuant 
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Index. i 



INDEX. 

IV; Argument; (cont.) 

IV. Page 5- IV. Page 8; Record on Review, Additional 

evidence, audio record to review and continue pro se. 

V; CONCLUSION; 

May this court grant the order to: ( 1 ) De Novo appeal; 

{ 2) represent myself in the appeal de novo; ( 3} Audio 

record to review pro se? 

May this court forerrost reverse and remand? 

Appendix; 

A. page 1- A. page 3 Police reports (Officer T. Stanton 

reports contain merits not brought forth at trial or 

in the brief) 

B.page 4- B.page 5 Medical report performed by Scott 

p. Marquis, MD (Sacred Heart Medical Center) 

C. page 6- C. page 7 STATEMENT OF PEI'ITIONER (Ali Fidel 

states Ernad Mohanmed Salih to be a violent and dangerous 

man with history of physical assaults) Facts should 

have been considered by the Judge and Jury and could 

have impeach the witness with application of Rule 609. 

D. page 8 second degree assault precedent case's. ( 

level of injury is not first degree) 

Index. ii 
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I/ INTRODUCTION 

The defendant, now appellant, Grant 

Thomas McAdams, was the first lead and only 

suspect to have been pursued with accusations 

imposed. There was a partial palm print on 

the exterior roof of a 1997 Chrystler involved 

in an assault or robbery or both. The car 1 S 

owner and accuser, Emad Mohammed Salih is.the 

alleged victim, last witnesses administered 

the photo montage and the only witness to 

suspect the photo of Mr. McAdams. Five eye

witnesses all identify other suspects preceding 

Mr.Salih and these persons do not have amnesia 

of the time period. Mr. McAdams being at work 

during the first viewing of the assailant by the 

accuser, Mr.Salih and at or near work during 

the time in question. The property that was 

claimed to be the object of theft, the 1997 

Crystler car 1 was abandoned in Mr. Mcadams 

residential area and in the direct route 

traveled. In the evening of the day in question 

Mr.McAdams traveled from cashing time card 

of the day at Labor Ready to purchasing food 

and a cell phone card at the local convenient 

store. The latent palm print was located on the 

roof of the car right next to a cellular ph0ne 

hold in a note in place. 

I. Page 1 



Deficiency in Opening Brief, produced 

by public assistance counsel, propounding a 

mere fraction of the array of facts required 

to establish effective reasoning. In example, 

The order of the Designation of Clerks Papers 

and Exhibits of the 'recored on Review' from 

Spokane County Superior Court omitted; (1) Tran

scription of trial proceeding's; (2) Statement 

of Facts and remainder of the Superior Court 

Docket; (3) the history of Mr.Salih, has many 

issues in the U.S. society as "violent and 

dangerous man, •.. , has no fear of the government 

here." The preceding quotes two examples (appen

dix C. page 6,7). Furthermore tells stories 

of the prisoners he beat in Iraq, ect., to 

inflict fear on individuals. The assault on 

his own wife to the 2° 1 a Jordian man, the 

holding hostage at knife point and numerous 

no-contact orders with violations per se. These 

facts were not present at trial, Thus, depriving 

the accused of due process, if the court may 

view it this way as well? For the credibility 

of the witness should have been known by the 

Judge and Jury in their deliberations, more 

than likely changing the out come of the trial. 

de novo trial or de novo appeal) 

Failure to Effective assistance 

of trial and appellant counsel.] 

I. Page 2 



II/ ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR 

A. Trial court error in the process of obtaining 

witnesses in defense favor. 

1. When the defendant is not provided the 

witnesses in his favor to rebut the accusations 

presented, has the defendant been denied his 

Six Amendment right, to have compulsory process 

for obtaining witnesses in his favor? 

2. When the contra identifications are not 

presented from the lay witnesses as given by 

them in reports of accusation, has the defendant's 

Sixth Amendment right to be informed of the 

nature of the accusation been stymied from his 

enjoyment? 

3. The witnesses confirming the defendant 

to have been at work, were obtained for trial? 

No1 the witnesses to testify that the defendant 

was at work, Thus, more than likely impedind 

the defendant from his Sixth and Fourteenth 

constitutional rights, if the court may agree? 

II. Page 1 



II/ ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR 

B. The use of an interpreter without formal 

training to perform this duty is an error 

in the trial court. 

1. When the court uses an interpreter 

who is not certified to interpret, has the 

defendant been deprived of liberty without 

due process of law, the Fourteenth Amendment 

right? 
2. When the interpreter from one language 

to another interprets for alleged victim and 

has knows states knowing the story preceding 

interpreting, dose this deprive the accused of 

his Fifth Amendment right, to due process of 

law? 

II. Page 2 



III/ STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

A. Lay witnesses testimony 

[ 0 J n May 9.- 201 3 around 2:0 0 in the afternoon 

Whitney Melcher is in front of her house talking 

to Dennis o• Brian a neghbor (rp73), when the 

next sight she saw was a man beating another on 

the street (rp74). Ms. Melcher Identifies the 

suspect as number two or three in the six person 

montage, Mr.McAdams is photo number five (rp242). 

Lori Kramer lives in the same area and heard 

screeching tiers, looks out her window to see 

two men arguing in a car. Next she sees the driver 

being hit on the other side of the car several 

times. The striker was Caucasian and the man being 

was middle Eastern (rp85). Ms. Kramer is shown 

the montage and identifies number six as the 

suspect (rp242). 

Dennis o• Brian was talking to his neighbor 

Witney Melcher, when he heard screaming. Saw two men 

one shorter Caucasian jumping up and hitting the other 

man. The man being struck is described as Middle 

Eastern, tall, yelling "Allah" and being struck 

with a red pipe wrench (rp 98). Watching Mr. Salih 

being struck possibly three times, then another four 

while on the ground Mr. o• Brian yelled," we've 

called the police, you're killing him. Stop." Mr. 

O'Brian belief of a pipe wrench assault at the time 

supposing it could cause death (rp100). Next, he hears 

Mr. Salih say "my son, my son" as though Mr. Salih 



relating the event to his son. Mr.o•Brian is not 

able to identify a suspect (rp103-104). 

Randall Brown estimates himself to be 30 feet 

form the vehicle when stopping* (rp399). Observing 

from an unobstructed viewpoint Mr.Brown saw a 

two men exit the vehicle. The first exits the 

driver side door and runs down the street. The 

second the assailant exits the passenger side 

door and pursues striking Mr.Salih four to five 

times. Mr.Brown.is now only 15 feet from the two 

men (rp400-403). Mr.Brown states the assailant 

seemed as though he would finish off Mr.Salih 1 

but did not strike him at all on the ground 

(409). Mr.Brown identified the suspect to be 

number one or number three (241-242). 

2 



B. Lead Detective and the officer testimony 

[D]etective Mark Burbridge states eye-witness 

testimony and evidence suggests the [infra] or 

following. Mr.Salih first circles the car then 

runs to the corner and collapsed (rp193). The 

Detective is unable to depict if Mr.Salih was 

struck at any time, he knows that Mr.Salih's 

blood was in side his car and at the corner. Thus, 

leaving possible drops of blood in between *(rp199-

201). The Exhibits 19-59 are mainly of possible 

blood or not confirmed, this goes no objections 

put forth by defense counsel (rp194-200). May 

11, 2013 the car is searched with out a warrent 

(rp202). During the displaying of Exhibits 66-

88, possible blood drops are stated to be Mr.

Salih's (rp208-209). There is no blood analysis 

performed to confirm the red drops to be blood 

or to be Mr.Salih's blood as stated and shown 

to the jury (rp217-219). The detective concludes 

the Mr.Salih to have been struck 10 times (rp223). 

Officer Erick Kannberg arrived in the area 

at 2:00 pm four minutes after the incident, 

observing a group of person's gathered. Then 

summons medics and identifies the injured man 

as Emad Mohammed Shali {rp111-112). At trial 

officer Kannberg gives his description of Mr.Salih 

in the process medics transporting and Exhibits 

p1-p5 assist. The officer kept the integrity of 

the scene (rp114-115). 

§ Exhibit p1-p5 show placement on to a backboard 
with his tee-shirt and coveralls removed. 

3 



Officer Robert Collins responded at 2:00 pm to 

the area and spoke with Mr.Brown as to what he 

saw. Mr.Brown saw a driver exit the vehicle 

then the passenger exit the same vehicle from 

the passenger side door and both travel to the 

corner. The passenger hits Mr.Salih once with 

a rusty pipe wrench and up to ten more times 

and two more while on the ground. Mr.Brown then 

yelled to stop altercation (rp460). 

Officer Daniel Cole responded on May 10, 

2011 to the called in complaint about Mr.Salih's 

1997 red Chrystler as being a suspicious vehicle 

(rp173,174). Recalls the windows being down and 

the keys left in the vehicle. The doors on the 

driver sided looked like they had been wiped 

down or brushed by them with their clothing 

(rp175,176). Exhibits p6-p10 are described in 

words, to show the area of the vehicle where the 

palm print was left to be either wiped off on 

purpose or by rubbing of clothes walking by 

( rp178). * 

* Cole, Dainel #149 Re!X)rts on May 10, 2011 at 19:19, 
The caller who re!X)rted the vehicle found a cell 
phone on the passenger seat of the 1997 Chrystler. He 
took the phone out of the passenger side, wrote a 
note for the neighbor, and left it under the phone on 
the roof of the car (Appendix, Re!X)rts page 2) • 
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c. Expert witness Jennifer Devenport, Ph.D. 

Dr.Devenport is qualified in the field of 

legal psychology which a specialty in the area 

of social psychology (rp439). The factors that 

influence eyewitness memory and their accuacy, 

as well as factors that are designed within the 

legal system to protect defendants from wrongful 

convictions that might result from mistaken 

eyewitness identification (rp440). Studies show 

the best practice to administer a photo montage 

is sequentially. The officer should not be 

familiar with who the suspect is in the case, 

this causes possible verbal and nonverbal cues 

to be displayed to the witness can actually lead 

a witness to pick a particular person from the 

line up. The witness want to do a good job and 

identify the person, thus, being more in tune 

with subtle cues that might be presented uncon

sciously even by the officer (rp 446). Montage 

picture packs, as used in this case, of six pic

tures can generate false identification by mean 

of a suggestive photo of the suspect. Dr.Deven

port examines the six photo mantage just as 

Mr.Salih did and states number five jumps out 

form the rest of the photos presented simult

aneously and photo number four can be thrown 

out. The photo number five is of the defendant 

and the eyes are suggestive in the montage {rp447-
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446). The last possible person to make an ident

ification for the Detective is Ernad Mohammed 

Salih, a man of Middle Eastern dec~nt. A large 

factor in reliable identification is cross-race, 

people who attempting to make an identification 

of someone of a different race have a much more 

difficult time and make more false identification 

than someone who's viewing and making identif

ication of some one of their own race (rp451). 

Thus, cross-race identifications lead to a higher 

rate of false identifications and time is also 

a factor more exposure time better chance of 

a identification (rp453). The factors that pro

duce false identifications are stress, timi all

owed for memory decay, and the desire to please 

the officer presenting the montage. There is 

an expectation that witness' automatically have, 

" Oh, the police must have the suspect. That's 

why I am being asked to view,"(rp454). The find-

ing that memory decays over time, especially 

with regards to time. A fairly large decay imme

diately afterwards, so within a couple of days; 

and then a bit less decay after that, and it 

sort of tapers off. memory dose not improve after 

that point but stays at that lower level (rp,-

dcicS). An indicator of accuracy when a witness 

makes a quicker decision they are actually more 

accurate than witnesses who spend a longer time 

viewing the montage. The confidence of a witness 

> rp, dcic, Refers to 'Report of Proceedings, Defense 
Case In Chief' citations. 
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dose not relate improvement in accuracy (dcic6}. 

Dr. Devenport states that in this field of study 

there is 5% or less error rate in the findings 

(dcic13). Light is another factor along with 

distance, the lighting can change the accuracy 

decreasing with less light or to much light, 

while accuracy decreased by the increase of 

distance and anything beyond 150 feet is some

thing we can't see well enough to make out {dcic 

17). Next the factor of drinking, drugs or other 

mind altering substances, declines the accuracy 

of a witness identification. Such as medication 

administered in a hospital. The stress of the 

witness during observation and the object of 

focus, i.e. the focus could be on the weapon 

or even on something other than the situation 

asked to describe (dcic 19). In a stressful event 

one could describe the weapon very well or the 

object of focus, this is a detriment to desc

ribing the characteristics of the perpetrator 

(dcic 22). College students are of an age in which 

they have generally good brain function and good 

memory. The memory decreases with age, thus, coll

ege student age is an optimal performance group. 

In summary, If there's multiple items in presence 

and you combine that with the desire of the wit

ness to try to come up with an answer for a 

detective or whomever has shown this, because 
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of their perception that they wouldn't be shown 

it unless there's a person in the montage, those 

in combination could increase or cause a higher 

percent of misidentification? "That is possible, 

yes. 11 (dcic 29-30). 
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D. Medical Doctor tesimony 

Medical doctor Oliver Drouin cared for Emad 

M. Salih from May 10, 2011 through May 14, 2011, 

upon Mr.Salih's return. Mr.Salih claims to have 

experienced an episode of a faint, some memory 

loss and dizzy when walking. Resulting from a 

preceding assault on May 9, 2011, possibly. 

Mr.Salih picked up a hitchhiker from the side 

of the road (rp155). The emotions of Mr.Salih 

are thought of as liable and amnesia of the event, 

on initial exam. In the reports the is are laser

ations on the front and back of scalp. In addition 

Dr. Oliver states there appeared to be a fracture 

that did not show up on exam *(rp 157). The 

number of sutures were at least two and Mr. Salih 

was diagnosed with 'post concussion syndrome,' 

the treatment supportive care and speech (rp 

158). Discharged home on the 9th, "standard 

protocol unless there's some sort of trauma 

features which would require a stay or as a 

inpatient" and he returns later the next day, 

claiming dizzyness, woozness and balance issues. 

Was prescribed Vicoden for pain, with the same 

side effects as Mr.Salih's claims (rp 162,163). 

* The Medical Report reads "there is an 'old' 
fracture". With no relation to the current 
case (see appendix: B, 4) . 
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and mental focus. A situation in which you would 

expect a delayed onset would be if there were 

some other factor that took place such as a bleed 

or some other insult insult to the brain during 

the interm. And these did not take place here 

(rp 368). 

Doctor Bryant continues to describe Emad M. 

Salih's issues. The circumstances here would be 

sufficient to be related to a post traumatic 

anxiety* emotional shock type of reaction. That 

in the context of the other unusual symptoms 

indicates that there may be a mental health issue, 

depression, any number of other factors that might 

be present in the context of the unusual symptoms 

that would indicate that there was, I would say, 

quote," something other than a medical factor 

thatneeds to be idetified (rp370)." Emad M. 

Salih's main issue is described as "symptom

validity testing," i.e. the credibility of the 

person's subjective report (rp371). Most medical 

providers and rehabilitation therapists are in 

the role of accepting what is presented to them 

and the patient's complaints. There is not the 

roll of critical questioning, particularly in 

the context of unusual or atypical symptoms 

responding. That [supra] is the concern that 

DR. Bryant thinks was omitted here (rp 372). 

In addition, a blow to the head and you don't 

forget who you are or where you are or what is 

happening. So we can throw that out, that being 
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amnesia (rp 373). As for the episodes when Mr. 

Sahil was described as the eyes rolling back 

in his head, becoming unresponsive for a short 

period of time, raising the question of a pos

sible seizure taking place. There was an EEG 

performed resulting in no brain abnormalities 

this was done to show prudent prevention of the 

unusual display. Furthermore, the rapid recovery 

following these seizure-like episodes when the 

typical course is for confusion, wooziness, 

fatigue for some period of time following an 

actual seizure episode. The doctor says " the 

reported symptoms by Mr. Salih don't reflect 

that which the injury is (rp 377). 
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E. Closing arguments 

Prosecutor Larry D. Steinmetz states the 

following to the jury,"I do not have to prove 

during this trial," ••. ,"I do not have to show 

any physical injury to Mr. Salih under [reflects 

his own interpretation instructions read to the 

jury] .•• ,I don't have to prove motive"(rp 487). 

Then continues to influence the jury with his 

description of the elements and rules with out 

any objection to his personal interpertation. 

The uses this analogy, 'If I got in my car and 

I was driving to Coeur d'Alene and I got to 

Liberty Lake, would that be a substantial step 

towards me going to Coeur d'Alene? Or if I got 

to Post Falls, would that be a substantial step 

towards getting to Coeur d'Alene? Again, I don't 

have to complete the trip, only that I have to 

show conduct that strongly indicates, in this 

case a criminal purpose, and it more than mere 

preparation." Next, Mr. Steinmetz defines First

degree murder as, " premeditated intent to cause 

the death of another person. Again, I have to 

show a substantial step toward that.'' Then Mr. 

Steinmetz continues to give the jury fallacious 

depictions of the law, possibly influencing the 

jury erroneous verdict (rp 489-490). 

The demonstration of full strikes, to the 

jury, uses the about foot long ~ inch wide tool 

to swing in the air ten full times and two more 

bent over, this psychodrama may have caused the 

jury to render the unjust verdict. In addition 
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Mr. Steinmetz states to the jury there was a 

fracture caused by this weapon *(rp 495). The 

closing argument is finished with a synthesis 

of accusation's, custom interpretation of the 

jury instruction and elements of different rule's 

that was done in a fashion most likely leading 

the jury to miss understand the proper instruc

tion first administered by the court (rp 495-

497). 
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Publicly funded counsel for the defense 

Mark Victor Hannibal begins his closing argument 

with, the witness• all identify some one other 

than the defendant in the photo matage and though 

he slightly puts forth this fact as an possible 

factor to a theory, he then contradicts all threw 

the closing (rp 498-499)*. The facts that the 

defendant, Mr. McAdams, was at work until 2:00 

pm and the who was picked up by Mr.Salih after 

both made a phone call from a public phone. 

Meaning that Mr. McAdams had walked 15 blocks 

in less than 10 minutes after work. Furthermore 

Mr. Salih states he required money to make the 

phone call to Seattle when it was really to 

Canada two minutes requiring a few dollars in 

change not just 50 cents or the time required 

to type in a long distance phone card making 

the time even close to the time Mr. McAdams left 

work 15 blocks away (rp 499,500). 
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F. Testimony of alleged victim 
[good cause interpreter is 
not capable of effective 
communication with the 
court or person. ] 

The succeeding is to show the many time the 

interpreter and the witness have issues that 

more than likely distracted the audience from 

the testimony. Also to point out the statements 

that are contradicting this witness' prior 

statements and direct evidence. 

From the Report of Proceedings 
The points when testimony being translated from English 
Arabic, when errors occur, i.e. the witness speaks English 
for important issues and the interpreter interprets a 
different story. 

(Using direct quotations) 
RP 254, INTERPRETER: He has a master in law and 

psychology. And what was the other one? 

- Philosophy. He has a master in both. 

COURT: You need to speak in the first person, 

Mr.Beirouty. 

INTERPRETER: Yes, he did. He was lieutenant-

RP 255- After they enter Iraq and they topple 

Saddam, he started helping the American military. 

-Yes, he did.- After he helped the American 

military, he got some threats on his life. That's 

why he went to U.N. (continues to speak in second 

person) 

RP 256 INTERPRETER: No, he cannot.- He was 

working in a bank by Gonzaga University. -
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- Construction. I'm sorry. At the bank. He was 

working construction at that bank. He worked 

from 7:00 to 3:00 o'clock, but that day he 

finish early. 

COURT: Hold on a second. Mr. Beirourty, you need 

answer as if your repeating exactly what the 

witness says, as if--

INTERPRETER: What he says. That's what he say. 

COURT: I understand. For example instead of/ 

RP 257/ saying, "He says he worked here or there, 

"the answer would be, " I worked at X location." 

INTERPRETER: Oh, okay. COURT: Lets proceed. 

[question asked to Witness]: Why did you drive 

to the 7-eleven? INTERPRETER: He was-- (now the 

non-English-speaking person starts to speak in 

English) WITNESS: I want to use the public phone 

and buy some cigars. 

RP 258 INTERPRETER: The man, he gave him 50 cents 

because he doesn't have any change. 

-Oh, after him. I'm sorry. He went in the car 

first and he- - the other guy went beside him, 

after him. - He did not look-- he didn't look/ 

RP 258/ His face. 

(Mr. Salih looked at the man in the font seat 

not the back) 

RP 259 INTERPRETER: Yes, he did. "nearly" he 

said. 

RP 260 INTERPRETER: "yes", he said. He said the 

minute he told him to stop, he want but pass 

the stop point, and he just went-- he told him 

to continue to the next street. 
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RP 261 INTERPRETER: Yes, he dose. ( answer in 

second person) 

RP 261 Interpreter : Just himself and the other 

guy. He's shorter than him. 

RP 263 Interpreter: I can't translate. -Lemia 

[question] Do you know a man names Ollie.(see 

appendix page 6,7; Ali Fadhi's petition to keep 

Mr.Salih from being violent toward the man) 

INTERPRETER: I think-- I think he refers to his 

wife, Lemia. (now ex-wife do to assault and 

holding hostage, see appendix C-page 6 (2)) 

RP 264 INTERPRETER: Can you repeat that. 

[question] Do you remember this person saying 

anything about ollie (Ali) when you were running 

away from the car? 

[answer in proper form by interpreter] I think 

when I lost my consciousness -- I don't recall 

if he talking or I'm just imagining somebody's 

talking. 

Interpreter: he wants you to repeat the question. 

RP 265 Interpreter: "yes". (pertaining to 

identifying someone who may have been with him 

on May 9, 2011.) 

RP 266 INTERPRETER: He said, "I told two reasons." 

[question) You went to this 7-eleven just because? 

INTERPRETER: He said, "yes". 

No particular reason to go to this 7-eleven? 

PROSECUTOR: it's been asked and answered, judge. 

Court: Sustained. 
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RP 266 

[question] The other 7-Eleven that's closer to 

your house, what's that intersection? 

INTERPRETER: His house or his work? 

RP 267 (question] The 7-Eleven he usually goes 

to. 

PROSECUTOR: Objection 1 Judge. 

THE COURT: Counsel 1 hold on a second. Counsel 

and interpreter, Mr. Beirouty, please speak in 

the same person as the witness is speaking. I 

think we're getting away from that. RP 268 

INTERPRETER: Can I say something? 

COURT: You have a question? 

INTERPRETER: Sometimes he doesn't speak 1 he just 

move his head. 

COURT:Well, the witness needs to answer out loud 

so the interpreter can interpret. 

*WITNESS: Okay. Sorry about that (in English). 

COURT: Go ahead and interpret that, interpret 

what I just said. RP 269 

[question] Okay. He doesn't -- do you recall 

the passenger saying, "I have a message from 

Ollie. Leave us alone"? 

[question] Do you recall telling the officers 

that you thought this was family motivated? 

RP 270 

INTERPRETER: Can you repeat. 

* WITNESS: Yeah, my divorce can -- lies and 

-- I thought it was conspiracy. I'm not God but 

I think. ( in English) 
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RP 270 INTERTRETER: He remembered he gets out 

of the hospital. 

RP 271 * WITNESS: My friend told me next day. 

( in English) 

INTERPRETER: The second day he doesn't remember 

anything completely. 

* Mr.Salih spoke with the detective, doctors, 

prosecutor and defense counsel all in English( 

rp 271 ) • 

PROSECUTOR: Judge, I'm gong to object to this 

relevance. 

COURT: Overruled. 

*WITNESS: Yes (in English). 

INTERPRETER: I'm sorry, my mistake. My mistake. 

RP 272 INTERPRETER: Can you -- he speaks five 

languages except other Iraqi language 

WITNESS: Besides (in English) 

[question] did you actually talk to the person 

you were trying to call? 

WITNESS: No (in English). 

INTERPRETER: He understood. 

*RP 273 INTERPRETER: I think that's what the 

pay phone says, 50 cents. * And I use it before.* 

*WITNESS: I don't use it before, actually. I 

don't use it before, pay phone, so (in English). 

INTERPRETER: "I don't use it before" -- Your 

Honor, you know, he keeps using --

COURT: Yes. Please continue in Arabic and 

translate it, please. 

*WITNESS: I'm so sorry (in English). 
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The testimony interpreted appointed court 

interpreter created a great disinformation to 

all in audience at trial. In addition the alleged 

victim's credibility is an issue, he give's 

false testimony at several points during the 

examination's and the interpreter is used to 

quasi-hide the contra statements. For example: 

Mr.Salih says he was calling Seattle (rp 268). 

When, the one call made from that pay phone 

betwen 1:30pm and 2:30pm was to Ottawa, 

Ontario, Canada {rp 435). The number dialed 

613.260.2338 (rp 435), connected at 2:10 pm 

as the telephone company's representative states 

the information (rp 436). 

Furthermore, Mr.Salih using 50 cents to 

call Seattle with a pay phone and has performed 

this action before, using the interpreter to 

translate. Then speaks quality English, as he 

denies using the pay phone before (rp 278). 

Thus, causing a distraction, confusion and 

prejudicing the accused to Due Process. Also 

the reasoning he states he was in an animal 

like conflict was due to his Ex-wife who's 

family lives in Canada (rp 269,270),*[more facts 

pertinent to the credibility of Mr.Sahlih is 

in the police reports and records of his 

assault's , restraining orders and violation's 

per se, as well in medical reports]. 
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G. LOCAL INTERPRETER AND ALLEGED VICTIM DURING 

COURT DETERMINING TO QUALIFY OR NOT QUALIFY 

The local interpreter with no formal 

training in court interpreting (rp 124) has 

prior knowledge a narrative in this matter from 

local Middle Eastern store customers(rp 128). 

Admits to knowing Mr.Salih, alleged victim, 

and could pick him out of a crowd (rp 128). 

As well as speaks with Mr.Salih in this matter 

before he knows about trial, he being the good 

cause qualifying interpreter Imad Beirouty (rp 

122). Also, now Mr. Salih's past events of life 

events (rp 122). The prosecution was advised 

during the break prior to the procedure to the 

fact that the interpreter knows Mr.Salih (rp 

11 7) • 

During court inquiries with Mr.Salih in 

regards his need for an interpreter, he claims 

not to know Mr. Beirouty (rp 133) though Mr. 

Beirouty knows him. The entire interview of 

Mr. Salih, he speaks English effectively. (rp 

129-137). There was no need for an interpreter 

and the interpreter qualified was more of a 

tactic to hide Mr.Salih from the jury as he 

is not credible and is a violent and dangerous 

man in society. The Good Cause clause of 

statute 2.24.030 (ii) was mis-guided to the 

court by the prosecutor. Thus, the application 

of the statute caused undue distractions during 

the victims testimony and prejudicing the accused 

of his right to Due Process. 
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IV/ ARGUMENTS 

A. The fact that the defendant was at work 

form 7:00 am to 2:00 pm on May 9th, 2013, the 

day in question. During both time the victim 

sees the assailant. The defendant, Grant Thomas 

McAdams, was working for Labor ready at the 

Spokane Area location and Convention Center 

(rp 352-353). The situation under investigation 

took place after an international phone call 

was made by the victim to Ottawa 1 Ontario, 

Canada, from a coin pay phone at 2:10 pm. The 

location of the phone is at 323 west Indiana 

avenue, Spokane, Washington (rp434-435). The 

distance form work to the pay phone is 

approximatly 15 blocks and a 15 minute, 48 

second walk (rp420). 

Working from 7:00 am to 2:00 pm, how is 

it possible for the defendant to travel by 

foot 15 blocks in less than ten minutes? It 

is not possible, to be at the 7-Eleven to give 

the alleged victim 50 cents to make the phone 

call as Emad Mohammed Salih, alleged victim, 

claims (rp 258). Furthermore Mr. Salih sees 

the assailant at his work earlier in the day 

(appendix A-page3) Officer Thomas Stanton reports. 

Synthesis of the facts that were not presented 

at trial show the phone call to have been made 

at well before 2:10 pm. Thus, Officer Thomas 

Staton testimony to his reports being omitted 

from trial has cased prejudice to the defendant. 
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The Officer's reports were not presented 

at trail, as he was not obtained as a witness 

in favor of the accused. The reports shed light 

on the conflict between Mr. Salih and a man named 

Ollie or Ali Fadhil who could have had a role 

in Mr. Salih's injury. The statement of petitioner 

Ali Fadhil(see appendix C-page 6,7} shows the 

history of Mr. Salih to be violent and not a 

credible witness. In Officer Stanta's report 

there a relation between Mr. Salih, his injury 

and ex-wife (appendix A-page 3), as well as 

Ali Fadhil are all referred to in the Officer's 

report. The assailant states to Mr.Salih,"I have 

a message from Ali. Leave us alone. (appendix 

C-page 3)." In addition Thomas Stanton's report 

classifies the degree of assault to be subst

antial bodily harm, defines second degree as

sault(see precedents, appendix D-page 8). Officer 

Thomas Stanton being stricken from the witness 

list to give testimony to his reports has created 

prejudice upon the rights of the accused. 

The court may take judicial notice of the 

facts that can not be reasonably questioned, 

pursuant Rules of Evidence Rule 201. Thus, may 

the court see Sate v. Hayes (2011) 265 P.3d 982, 

and take notice of the documents in the appendix 

and see State v. Allen s. (1999) as the credible 

quality of Mr. Salih is a great issue in this 

case, requiring attention. 
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B. The use of an interpreter without adequate 

certification was qualified pursuant statu~e 

2.43.030 subsection(ii) of the Revised Code of 

Washington. The statute pertains to good cause 

to use the interpreter of which was more than 

likely an error in application of the law (rp 

138). Imad Beirouty's three months of some 

traffic court case and an anti-harassment case 

(rp140), seems have left his ability to simul

taneous or real time interpreting impeded. The 

errors are problems addressed by the court to 

speak as the witness or interpret as a certified 

interpreter would. Also Mr. Salih speaks for 

himself in English adding to the confusion 

created by novice interpreter in the testimony. 

Emad M. Salih's perjury statements may have 

gone without notice due to the issue of the use 

of Imad Beirouty as interpreter in a case of 

this magnitude. Thus, the may not have heard 

Mr~ Salih's statements of calling Seattle(rp268) 

with 50 cents as he has done before {rp273). When 

the phone call made is confirmed to be to Canada 

(rp 435). The next fact jeopardize from use of 

this interpreter is, the conflict between his 

Ex-wife and himself as the motive of his injury 

(rp 269). Furthermore missing the fact of his 

ex-wife's family living in Canada and Mr.Salih 

having no family in Canada (rp 270). 
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[T]he use of an interpreter without formal 
training non the experience to satisfy the statute 
RCWA 2.24.030 (2) has prejudiced the defense 
during trial. 

1. When the court uses an interpreter who 

is not certified to interpret, has the defendant 

been deprived of liberty without due process 

of law, his Fourteenth Amendment right? 

The errors of the testimony interpreted at 

trial was prejudicial to the defense, i.e. the 

novice interpreter was not needed though acquired 

by the prosecution as a possible sympathy scheme. 

The use of this interpreter was an issue in 

Motions to Limine as the witness states there 

is no need. Defense counsel dose reiterates the 

no need statement to the court, though dose not 

as one could not predict the disturbance the 

appointment of this interpreter would cause 

during the trial examination of the witness' 

interpreted for. Thus, an error of trial has 

effected the adjudication .of jury trial, by 

the application of the Statute 2.24.030 (ii) 

good cause: 
> RCWA 2.24.030(b,ii) " the current list of certified 

interpreter maintained by the administrative office of 
the courts dose not include an interpreter certified in 
language spoken by the non-English-speaking person" 

The counter balance of the statute 2.24.030 

is discovered in section (2) subsection (a), 

in review of the trial transcripts the good cause 

qualification of the interpreter Imad Berouty 

has prejudiced the accused. 
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[Record on Review] 

The order placed for the Statement of 

Arrangements filed by appointed attorney 

exclude merits of this case: i.e. Transcripts 

of Trial in Spokane County Suprior Court, 

reporter Rosadovelazquez, Trial date of 

6.04-6.07.2012, Judge Gregory Sypolt, the 

Voir dire and opening statements are excluded 

from the Report of Proceedings. The opening 

statement made by the appointed defense 

counsel, Mark Victor Hannible directly oppose 

the case and chief theory of the defense. 

This evidence supports the premise pertaining 

to Failure to effective assistance of legal 

counsel and a defiance of the Sixth Amendment 

right to counsel for the accused. 

Good cause interpreter was not needed 

and the Certified interpreter was readily 

available in Seattle(RP 29-30). Accuracy of 

the translation performed by the novice 

interpreter Imad Beirouty is in dispute. With 

the amount of errors cause by the use of Mr. 

Beirouty and the failure to effectively com

municate with the witness before the court 

at trial the Audio Record becomes a necessity. 

Review of the audio record pro se would be a 

path of efficient use of judicial time and 

judicial economy. Once the audio record is 

reviewed the proper request of correction 

of the record on review can be put forth and 

agreed upon. 
[Audio Record] 
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PREMISE. 

[RECORD ON REVIEW] 

Deficiency in Opening Brief, produced 

by public assistance counsel, propounding a 

mere fraction of the array of facts required 

to establish effective reasoning. In example, 

The order of the Designation of Clerks Papers 

and Exhibits of the 'recored on Review' from 

Spokane County S~perior Court omitted; (1) Tran

scription of trial proceeding's; (2) Statement 

of Facts and remainder of the Superior Court 

Docket; (3) the history of Mr.Salih, has many 

issues in the u.s. society as "violent and 

dangerous man, ••• , has no fear of the government 

here." The preceding quotes two examples (appen

dix c. page 6,7). Furthermore tells stories 

of the prisoners he beat in Iraq, ect., to 

inflict fear on individuals. The assault on 

his own wife to the 2°, a Jordian man, the 

holding hostage at knife point and numerous 

no-contact orders with violations per se. These 

facts were not present at trial, Thus, depriving 

the accused of due process, if the court may 

view it this way as well? For the credibility 

of the witness should have been known by the 

Judge and Jury in their deliberations, more 

than likely changing the out come of the trial. 

[ deficient Record on Review: 

Effective reasoning can only be made justly with an 
accurate array of facts to consider. ] 

§ Review of the audio record by the appellant, Pro Se, 

is a path to produce effective reasoning in this case. 
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[ Correct Record on Review: 
addi tiona! evidence and impeachment 1 

RAP Rule 7.3 provides this court of 

appeals the authority to determine whether 

a matter is properly before it, and to perform 

all acts necessary or appropriate to secure 

the fair the fair and orderly review of a 

case. Also in RAP 9.10 permits but dose not 

require or appellate court to allow the cor

rection or supplementation of an record, and 

see Heilman v. Wintworth, (1977) 18 Wash.App. 

751,571P.2d 963. Incorporate RAP rule 9.11 

the evidence in the appendix may be considered 

by this court as subsection (a)(1)(2) this 

court may direct additional evidence that 

is required to resolve the decision being 

reviewed. As the attached appendix has proof 

that would probably change the decision being 

reviewed. NOTE TO COURT: this is only part 

of the proof and facts in requirement of being 

considered by this court to produce reason. 

This court should see the failure to 

effective assistance of counsel during the 

trial proceedings and the appointed counsel 

in this appeals court. From the evidence in 

the appendix the witness Emad Mohammed Salih 

should have been impeachable whith application 

of Evidence Rule 609. As Mr.Salih's record 

of convictions of assaults, threats, ect. 

as well as the dishonesty in his false state

ments made in reports and at trial. 

IV. Page 7 



Premise. 

[RECORD ON REVIEW] 

The accuracy of the verbatim report of 

proceedings' is now in dispute in two ways: (1) 

the accuracy of the transcription of the statement 

during different; And (2) Effective communication 

or attempt to communicate effectively with the 

court by the novice good cause appointed interp

reter. Thus, the audio record of trial is a req

uirement to be reviewed by the appellant, Pro 

se, to establish proper brief and lead to the 

production of justice. This court is permited 

the authority to issue orders, to insure 

effective and equitable review, set fort in RAP 

rule 8.3, to order audio record and de novo 

appeal. This state has provided the right to 

appeal thus the requirements of due process must 

up held,> Rheuark v. Shaw, 628 f. 2d 297, 302 

(5th Circt. 1980). Though the United States 

Constitution dose not institute the right to 

appellant review; > Ross v. Moffit, 417 u.s. 

600,611,94 s.ct. 2437, L.Ed.2d 341 (1974). 

[Continue pro se and appeal de novo] 

Under the Washington State Constitution 

Article 1. section 22, the right to appeal in 

any case, appear and defend in person (pro se) 

and to demand the nature and cause of the 

accusations (correction of the record on review). 

[ May this court order: 
correction of the record on review, de novo appeal, 
audio record to review and continue prose.) 
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V/ CONCLUSION 

may the court grant the order to: (1) 

De novo appeal: i.e~ start the appeals 

procedure over from the St~tng; {2) represent 

myself in this action and in the appeal De 

Novo; (3) Audio record of the proceed 1 s: i.e. 

the Trial hearings, preliminary and jury 

selection or 'voir dire', to review Pro se? 

May this court Discreetly review this 

case? 

May this court grant myself the order 

to be pro se in the appeals process with co

counsel of private? 

May this·c6urt acquit these charges? 

May this court reverse and remand? 

May this court provide the proper procedure 

to Review the Record, pro se? 

V. Page 1 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Grant Thomas McAdams, Appellant and 

falsely convicted father; 

Do hereby certify: 

That the foregoing papers and pages 

constitute a true and correct communication 

of myself, Grant Thomas McAdams, in this legal 

matter. 

I, certify under the penalty of perjury 

under the the law of the state of Washington 

that the foregoing is true, correct and just. 

APPELANT: 
Grant Thomas McAdams # 303490 

Signed at Coyote Ridge Corrections Center, 

Connell, Washington on this ?::Ji\Q....._ day of the 

month of ~'--"'"'\J~ , 2013. ,>--

u . ~' \. \\. ''tJ· t\-. 
SJ.gnature :.U'"--'-',\. \)"·'~'"'-'.-•'·-X \!J-M·~)'···. 

Grant T. McAdams 

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me on this 

t:1&TJt day of the month of A((t;,J(~[ 

~\0~---2013. 

Notary Public in and for the State of Washington. 

Residing in ;:i!J1:It.K.W! atJ I , WA. 

M:y COmission Expires: /~ -Ji -J(, . 
> • • 
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Report#: 11·136592 
Detective: Det. Mark Burbridge 

on it. J removed from the pockets of the jacket a cigarette pack and bank receipts. These 
items were all olaced onto POlice orooerty as evidence . 

. ·· 

tQ~OSIC.~~CiaiiS£S·BOni~CKJcana ~aonnson tlngerpnntea Ifle InSide a ncr ro r!C:!~ OT me vt:ll PV~t::. 

On 5/12/11 I was :co~tacted ,by. Fo~nsic "Specialist :Boniecki who. adytsed ~$.he llad:-matched a 
palm -print4aken.fromlhe outsidifdrivers sid¢ dQpr;tq,Grapt P. MCAdams; WM, .1 015/86. 

On 5/12/11 I learned Emad had returned to the hospital on 5/10/11 because of medical 
problems which had surfaced, to Include balance Issues and memory problems. Emad was 
reported to need two people to help him stand and move across a room. Emad remained in 
the hospital for approximately one week and then was moved to St. Luke's Traumatic Brain 
Injury Center. At the time of this report, Emad has been in the Traumatic Brain Injury Center 
for three days and Is expected to be there at least another week. 

f. (' I 

0~~-- ~~ 
' ~ 
(~-"\ h 

I returned to the scene of the lncldent where l contacted several witnesses who Jive in the \} , t;:j'
0
' ... 

area. l had completed a photo montage containing a photograph of McAdams. ~'hHney ·""'\:: 
was unable to identify McAdams as the suspect. ,t.Jathar: · · --~inted to photo #5 

ar1Q_~. saying the suspect tag ~~guys. _(Photo #5 is a photograph of MCA.aams:r--· ()') . "" 

I 

I contaeteORandy who said the suspectTOOl<ed like #1 or#3. \..:._; ~, 
.[; ; 

q..: ~ 
I contacted Lorl . , WF who lives at Lori provided a phone 
number of ~ . Lori had not previously been contacted by police reference this incident. 
Lori said she was home on the day the incident happened, right in front of her house. Lori said 
she was sitting on the couch when she heard loud tires screeching. Lori said she looked out 
and saw two males arguing Inside a car. Lori said the yelling got louder and then she heard a 
thumping sound. Lori said she looked back out and saw the passenger In the car swinging 
something In his hand at the driver. Lori described this item as a large piece of metal In his 
hand and he was uSing it to strike the driver in the head repeatedly. Lori said the passenger 
was yelling at the driver to get oul Lori said the driver got out of the car and the passenger 
exited the vehicle and chased the driver. Lori said tl1e passenger still had the piece of metal in 
his hand and he was repeatedly hitting the driver in the head as he chased the driver. Lori 
said she heard a neighbor yenJng at the passenger that she was calling 9-1-1. Lori saki the 
passenger ran back to the car and drove away. Lori looked at my photo montage and said, "H 
kinda looks like this guy", pointing to #6. 

On 5117/11 I contacted Emad at St. luke's Traumatic Brain Injury Center. I spoke with Emad 
for _several minutes, questioning him about his. abmty to recall the Incident and how accurate 
his memory was. Emad seemed emotional about what had happened, but expressed his 
confidence to me that he could identify the person who robbed and assaulted him. I read to 
Emad the warnings printed at the bottom of the montage and I explained to him the person 
who did this may or may not be in these photographs. Emad safd he understood this. 

Emad looked at the montage for approximately one minute. I could see his eyes moving 
slowly from photograph to photograph. I was facing Emad and when his eyes came to photo 
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SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT CONTINUED 
S okane Pofk:e/S okane Count Sheriff 

the car. 

A. 'ire~ IHCIOENT" NUMBER 

0 I 11-136592 
. /_.,.---~ i 
IS"' · 1 I 
\ ·~ I I '---.._/ ! 

arnved to ftnd Hie vehtCie parked bel'llnd the~JLc~rtitlolt._ It was parked ---[ 
forwarded in !rom the alley. Th_2 ver!i_l?~ ·~~~c;Jus!)'~~ ~~ try_e ~e_per ~.6!~.!~.~-~y~c:l.®~_~n.. "G v._1;r;;: 
the driver's sJde of the vehicle which appeared to have been w~d dOwn. There was blood 1n the 

0 ~. .· 
passenQerareaornlevenlcie~ "Tinlne·passenger seat 'WaSa!~g wrerlcfi: On top of the vehicle was ...,_ \~ \, 
a cell phone with blood on it. I did not seen any footprints in the dirt alley-way. 5,~'\'f'tiu''.\ 
I spoke to a few people around the neighborhood, but no-one saw anything unusual the afternoon 

prior. 

Cpl. Johnson took photographs of the vehicle. I removed the cell phone, eventually placing it on 

property for print processing. 

The vehicte was towed to the OEM building for processing. The windows were rolled down, but to 
preserve the interior, I rolled up the electric windows. --·-~--·--_____ ........... .. 

I responded. to the alley behind th~ address o. , .. . . - · · _n a call from -_ . reporting 
~hat th~ veh1c.le had been left behmd his residence. He stated that he did not call poHce 
Immediately, 1n that his neig~bor to the south and the secondary residence of:__ . ~ ....... _:ati has 
;:~ guests and they somettmes park behi~d his hou_se, and he assumed this vehicle was one of 

· ~~~at~d that ~e _found a cei!J2b9ne ':' tl}e. v~h1cle OQ_Q'l_~ pass~ooe.r:~§t. He too\)Jb§ phone 
~t of the .E~:seng_e~. wr~te a .. ':19t~_ f~rl!J§_oe1gb_bor, and left it Ul')d~r the _Qhone ·ah file ro..of of 

__ ..:!, ~ He starea that the ne1ghbor dtd fmd the note and told him she did not~ --

A. page 2 
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. . -· ..... ·- -· ·~ '"''''" .... a. u r ~tid' uu 'Y an assault. 1 nere, I contacted a witness~<- ·· 
Kramer. Kramer s~i~ she h~ard some screeching tires and when she looked out she saw the victim . (\f)..,J(_ ) 

and a passenger s1ttmg in h1s vehicle. They were parked in the street on Standard near Kramer's ~<J\ XO)O-
house. She could hear the victim and passenger arguing. ,'JS ' ,.gf 

Kramer said the victim was in the drivers seat and appeared to be Middle Eastem. The 
suspect was described as a WM. She said the argument became very heated and the passenger 
pulled out What Kramer thought was a pipe and started hitting the victim about the head. 

As the passenger got out of the vehicle the victim was able to exit the vehicle and was 
running and staggering S/8 on Standard. The passenger then chased after the victim striking the 
victim about the head with the 'pipe'. Eventually the suspect ran ba9k to the car when he heard 911 
had been called. He took off in the victim's vehicle N/8. 

I then responded to SHMC to check on the victim's condition. An emergency doctor there 
said she wasn't sure of his condition until he got a cat scan. I then talked with the victim who still 
seemed somewhat confused at times. 

v~ /~..{"[< i\ 
~ \({"..1>-"' 

'9--I_~J~ 
rd\.- , .. / 
I/ f,Y 

,-,\'\0 r 

\)U +~t'L), 
i)<Y~~ 
~ ·,_rr 
_,....,<:.v 
/(C ·~'\.1 

SFp.; 

~todian who was working at a r:ealty building near Gonzaga University. He 
s~ght he sa~_l!!e suspect walk by th~ building a coupJ~ru~_ t~e victim w~s ~ ·· ":::' \ 
~.I.!~n}_gJ.nstde. ~1d then IJ5Deft the. building he went tc the 7:11 at Washm§Ton and lnd1~ ~) i 
wnere~e suspec on the phone. . ._../ n ------I ID NO.IN~.M5 OF REl'OR'1liiiG OFFICER 

#1{}9 • .C:t, ........... 'T"--~-

/ ~· .- i\ <:: -·· ' ~-, \)< 

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT CONTINUED 
S okane Police!S okane Count Sheriff 

' ':; ~'\ 

i 
!) 

i 
i ,oliTlEI.IPTa> INCtDEN!'NULIBER \.JV 

~~~~~~~------------------~D~L1~1~·1~3~65~9~2 ____________ __ 

. · d 'd t th GU area so the victim gave him 1 ~~~H~e!s~a~id~t~h~e~s~u~s~pe~c~t~c~a~m~e~urip~to;~h~l~m~amn~d~w~arntrne~a~n~~eo~~eHm~ttn~~t~~i·~u~rrm·dftdmt~~·~.·1:, ----;rr,..e At the rocat1on of the assaurnne v1Cl1m sa1d tne suspect told him to stop,,t
1
:: car Jn Je 1111 ~ 1 .. -~, 

d u . ·a ti=l. n~ . Have a messaQs · , ----ot-sta11dard It was-aHhis time the vietim said the suspect sa1 some 1A9 1: ' ... _.,.n,\.:c 
from Afi. L~ave us alone!" And then the suspect started hitti!:_lg the victim wtth a posstble prpe ' : ·~ 
,.._ &"-- '>.,. r···\\,' "-. 'i. "'- ~""'· \.>-..._, ·.;., ~->.<A,,J\ O~ i:; ~"'"-'-\., (·:. /),t,~ i'\~ wrench. ..._ "~~, ~ -'f•~'-''· u ' "''- .. 

The victim wasn't able to get out of his seat belt right away so he was stru~ setver~l~~~~: -f:_t~.L~t·1 

while belted in. He said he was able to get out of ~is car an~ was runnin~ ~~wnleftei~ {~:victim's n "~~ .-,t>\-y 
suspect ran behind him striking him again and agatn. He sard the suspe en "'\'' 
car. 

~ als_g said he thought tbg suspe~t may have bee_n attacki7_g h~m~~i~o~~~~-, 
c flict between tl1e victim and h~-wffe. But, 1t ~as h~ra for h1m to_ exp a1~ rn -
ta~aboufT'Fiere may be a child ~~ issue 1nvolvtng he and h1~WJfe. ~ ------

After talking with the victim he was taken to get his ca~ s~n. ~ ~7~rt tim~ ~~!~r g~:! him the 
Burbridge arrived and l gave him a rundown as to what the v1ct1m ha o me. 
victim's clothes which I had collected. He said he would put them on property. 

T. Stanton 1 09 A 111 

'----------------
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.· 0 0 0 
PATI£1"'1" N'l>l.US : •.I'Ul.D ~' 
35Y I M 

A!:ttliSS!ON DATE: • ··t l.Ji2t.:l:. 
lt6SS?4 I 22122s4s 

CE.!EF COI'-!PLAJ:NT: Headache, dizziness, rnemcn:y l!.")ss, and confusio-n after a 
h~ad injury. 

HISTORY 0;;" P!iESBNT ILLNESS< Mr. Moha.'t'mecl is a 3 5 -year-old male who was the 
vic:cim of a crime recent::ly. The patient was retu.."'lling home trw. 'RO:rk 
yesterday afternoon at approximately 2:00p.m. when he picked up a 
rdtc~~ker, who then attempted to hijack his car. He eold him to pull over 
.o~ _!:!l~.,~i.de 9f:_.~he. road .and proc-e.e.ded to use a- tire iron,· which.was ir.. the 
car, to· hit the patient on the .side of the head. Then, after tbe patient 
had exited the vehicle, hit l'-~m on t:l'l..e(i?osterio:r•a~ect)of b.is head :several 
times aftel:"'oiards, as well. This was witnessed by a bystander, who then 
called 9H. Tne patient:. was thetJ. found down on the ground a.>1:! "brought to 
t:.he emerget}cy roOtl\ by ambu~a.nce, }.-h :e a he .a _p~formed a:tc di4._not; . ....., 
~~a.c.J;!J:~esions , but he did have ~ificac:t f'Bca;p_ 
lac::erati.o.~ which were c ... eaneo an..._ !HibJ.t:ed in the emer encv depa:rtllle...>lt en 
9_5/~0l.l. ;...f~ being in the emerge:J.cy depar=ment y~gte~:r_ for .e~.,era -_ 
hours, the atient~en-d.iseharaed back home .. The 1iahent actually went / 
h~ ~itb a friend Who is a nurae ~t~coness M~ical ca~~er, and sta~~d 
with the fa:P.~ily overnight;. In..i.t.ially after the head trauma, -:he pat:ient ha~ 

. amnesia of the.hou.r after the event, but_~ull recollect:ion.of. the r .. 
........ ~-~ .·--·-··-- event.s prec-eding-·the trauma and ··the-event:s·~=n::s-past:· ·m::atorv~ ··Ha'i'.:..ever, 

. fa:te-ras·t nigh~~this monU.ng the patient was no ed by fa:uily to 
have some confusion, .as 1o.-ell as memory loss of recent memories, as well as 
some distant me:<'.Or.ies, as ~-ell.. Tlu: patient: -o;..-a.s also noted to feel ve-ry 
'<~eaL a:r..d dizzy, and had aisytlccpal epi.sod~a=. home, which did not last very 
lor>.g and_ was preceded by ~rodrorne· of dizziness, lightheaded.Iless ,· cmd . 
paleness .j For all of these reasons, . th.~ patier~'c wc<S brought back to the 
~mergeccy ~epartment ~~s afternoon by his friend for furtner evaluation 
<md treatment. 

~~..ST MED!C.'U. HISTORY: None. 

:PAST SORGICP.L P.ISTORY: None except getting @u.ture5yesr:e:rday ·in the 
em€rgency department. 

SOCIAL H!STO~Y~ The patient is a recent immi~rant from Iraq as a refugee. 
He is working b.e::e in Spokane as a oonst.ructior-. work.er. He was an attorney 
~~~lie !!'.Oved here with his wife a.<"ld son, and 11~ 
He srr.ok~ appro:x:ima.tely l pack per day and d-~s not. drirJt ~.,_Y a:l.cohol. 
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sacred Heart ~~cal center 

PHYSIO.L EX.l\MINiL"''ON: 
GZNi" .... Ra..L: A 35-ygar-old :nale, ;;.l.ert, same;..t.at glazed appea.xance. He doe:s 
nave sutu:es on hi$ scalp wo~~d. 
"\'J:"T..~ SIGNS: Elood p.re==ure i= 130/87, hea.r: rate 8.3 and reg-~la.r, 
respirations J.S, sa-w.rations sa~ on ro= air, good. Te:pe.rature 98. s. l?a.i.n 
he rate!! as ab<mt a 4 !10 
r::EENT: No.:poceph.al.ic. Puoi.l~ a=ea:c eaual, round, Cttlci res.x"""ti..v.Et,.,. !'here are 
·N-ound.!! en t,is ~calp and nea= tl1.e occiP'..:.t which a....re ~tured. n.!s e;e clea=. 
No ha.."r.Ot:.y:":"~?a!'ll.ml.. No Bat tie's sign. No .raccoo:u eyes. No:se ;.;ithout e.ny 
clr>Tiot:.s defo-=.ity and JJo draiJ'l&ige-:_ Orcph~-y.nx . .is.l!)C.i.st.--Nc u-¥Ula.J:' 
dev iatior-~. Tongue~Wi tlicut' -~ .... -eiHng. 
h"Z:C:-<: sup?le... I de net e.ppre::::.iate c-spine tenderness or any 
l~~~enopathy. 

LUNGS: Clecir. No cr:a:::klas in t:...,e Pa..se:s. N~ =t.on.chi... No che~t ~all crepitus .. 

aa~~: seaT~ straight and nonten~er-
~.RT: Reg-..J.la.J:. No....""'l!lal Sl, S2 o;.dtnout ectopy or mu=.l.:", 

AB~~: s~ft ~d nond~~tended. 

~TI~S: No edema. No de=o~ty. No clubbing, or cyano5is. Distal 
pulses ars 2+ throughout. 
s:a:N: 0'-..!:sr .. -ise cl.e=. 

~~;::;,'\!.~_~~~ct. Again, he cah!.LC"c name o~_e_=.s_ ~~-:S-~--------·
poo~~y ori.en"t.sd. .ou:t. oth~-..d.se -has a- gro.ssly-::.onfocaJ..- ex2.'Tl m t:.'1 equal g.r.Lps. 
Equal lower extremity .et:cengt:::l, as we~l- nee:;:: te."ldon .ret'lexes a..,_-e -2+ and 
sy:rrnet.=ic -tt-rcuqii6Ut. ~na··patient has ~-at.:ic. smi.le a:o.d intact cranial 
nerve s:(atr~. 

).~..SSE~~""l': A. 35--ya...a.r-old male w.it:h acute confusion begiluling t:.us m.o=ing 
'at-abo~---ro o'clock. Jl.;ppa.ren"c~y, t.."l).e victi.m of art attack y-este.rday. We will 
go ansae. with a noncont.ra.st head CT to rule out the. po.s~ibility of delayed 
intrac.=anial bleedi!ig, tocne6.":.er o.r ep.id.U:al or subcr..u:al h=~~-=-~.a~ .. P·~ssible 
ce=eb.ral ccn:-.usion. \I do nc;; see evid.e.nce for skUll :fractu.re "':) Ce.::tai.nly 
t.~is coulC. all be consisten~ ~~th a concu~sion, I have asked ·:for I-S~~-6 
and c.reatinine as well and he doe:= not seem tc want paiti medicat.io= at 
tl'.is time . 

LABOR""-.'T'ORY ~-= Blood "'o:::k sha ... -s a glucose of S~, no=al. BUN 5 a.p..d 
=eatin.!:n>;; 0.9, is no=al. Hemoglobin is 1.5.3. Sodium l40 and no.rrr.a.J.. 

DL~os-:=zc D;l:rJt..-: ~ l'"ionccnt.ra.5t r~.ead c:r d.oe.s net she-~ ar:ythillg ac~t.e . .'· He ha.'$ 
soft ~iss-~ s-... ~llina o-ver t;.'le :forehead and .fron-::.al seal::>, a.s -..-ell a:! the 

f-oarie-=z~ CO.P'/eXi 'Cyl,~taneou.s ei!lO."l.yser..i\ i~ see::'. ~the fo:ehead, 
...:-consi.s~e.::t with the lacexatlon and t..~an old fra.cture~o.tm"iey ;f 
....-----_~-----------~ ~ "="3;: =:as~~~---,. 

r~ gm: ~~,Qp"!;al sinus and o1 d .::_~~n-asal bone _ 
- - '!i~--was seen yeste.rday. 

The );'.a't.ien:: does nc~ seem. c. good-faith discharge and W ..... ll .receu-anend tnat l::>e 
a'dm:r~~spi ta.li_,-: 3erv~ce. Be will actual.l.y go to t.be inte.."'Zl.al 
r...ed.icine r-asicen-c=.. Adm.it:.:ing physician is !l.?:. ?al.pan~, who •,.,;,ill p.::oviee 
close ~~ni~ori~g and SOffi~ rehabilitation thera?y. 

,>.J::!.,£!TT!J.'\;G !Y!.~GNOSI.S: A:;;;~+-= ::.on.fu~i.on, ~.Jsp~t.e.d CO!lo~s.sion :fo1l::r~ing events 
o,f ye.ste.=day. 

D!SK>S~':'IOt·r: Tr.te pa-c:ie::t i~ ad:mi tted i1: !ai.r :::ondi tion 

B. page 5 
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~TITIONER 

\1 1. Emad (the Respondent), his v:ife Lamyaa, and I are all refugees from Iraq. I 
'l>eeame friends with them both, but particularly Emad, when I .came to Spokane in 

August 2007. Since that time, I have become increasingly fearful ofEmad, and believe 
he is unlawfully harassing me J<?~. nQ gOQd reason. During that same period of time, the . 
domestic violence between. Emad and Lamya became so bad that she had to leave him ' 
and file for divorce. I have attached two declarations from the divorce file to show that 
Emad is a violent, dangerous man. (Exhibit A, B) 

2. I believe there will soon. be criminal charges filed against Emad, if they have not 
been .filed already, for his violence against Lamyaa, and she has a No-Contact Order · 
proteeti!J.g her from h"n. (Exhibit C) The crimes were DV Harassment (including a death 
threat) and Assault 2. 

. 3. Even back when Emad and 1 were friends, I was still afraid ofhlm. He told me 
· · that he was in the National Guard :in Iraq. The National Guard in Iraq does horrible 
. things to people, picking people up off the street in trucks and making thenfdisappear. 
The Emad told me that when he was in the National Guard he was ordered to beat up a 
prisoner, and that he followed the order. I do not know fo-r a fact that he was in the lraqi 
National Guard, only that he told me he was. 

4. I believe that Emad would talk about the National Guard because he knew it 
frightened me. 'When I still lived iri Iraq, I was kidnapped once by the National Guard, 
and they destroyed one of my eyes. After I was released, 1 was so afraid that I didn't 
leave my home for three months. I told Emad about how the National Guard did thls to 
me, and he brings it up to scare me. 

5. Most of my fear ofEmad relates to his relationship with his soon-to-be ex-wife 
Lamjaa, who is still my friend. Consistent with Iraqi culture, he is extremely possessive 
of her to the point that I believe my friendship wiili her puts me in danger. 

6. In late 2007 or early 2008, I got into an argument v.'ith anot.l:!er refugee I know in to'Wn, 

riamed Sattar, because I did not want Sattar to come to my house. When Sattar got upset, he 

decided to get back at me by lying to Emad, telling him that r had said dirty things about his 

>vife Lamyaa (and that I wanted to have sex with her). This was coJTI.pletely untrue; in fact, at 
that time I had an American girlfriend. The words Sattar told Emad I said are very serious 
words in Iraq. 

7. After Sattar told Emad the lies about me, E!llild called me and told me to come to his 
house. I didn't want to go, because I was afraid of what he would do, but I didn't know if I 
sh~uld get the police involved. I drove over, and my girlfriend waired in the car. I got out and 
stood on Broad's front porch. He told me to come in, but he looked very scary 2J}d angry, so I 
told him I didn't want to, and that he could talk to me on the porch. He started threatening me. 
He said that if 1 didn't come in he would punch me and drag me into his house.. He looked so 
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WORKING COPY'----------------------

angry that I was afraid to say no. I went in, and Sattar was there too. We all sat down in the 
living room, and Emad interrogated me. 1 denied saying anything about Lamyaa. Emad 
screamed in my face. He got up and picked up a letter opener that looked like a knife, which 
was sitting on the TV, and said that if J>d said anything like that about her he would kill me. I 
offered to swear on the Koran that I had not said 8uch things, and Emarl finally seemed to 
believe me.· He ordered me to leave, and told me trult if he saw me again near his house or at 

the Yoke's Supermarket near his house be would stab me andp1]nch me-

8. We larer made up, and continued to see each other sometimes, but I was scared of him 
from then on. Ernad is not afraid of the law or the government here. If be wants to do 
something he will just d!J it. __ ~os:t:.9f the~ refugees here are careful to behave well because we 

--~{)U!d get sent aW~'j if Wt get ln ttoubie, Despite this, the Ernad a.ssauited a jonianian Inml-= 
who used to live :In Spokane and worked with Emad at the Davenport Hotel, and he violated 

~~itA,JW:)__ 

9. LamYut called me to ask for a ride to the airport on Deceillber 24, 2008, ·She said that 
she was afram that Emad was going to show up~'dispife-ilie N~COiicic:'t -Order: She aiso 
cont2.cted Sargeant Monk {who had helped her in the past ~·hel1 Emad was arreSted)-&; that he 
would meet us there, in case Erilad was there too. As Lamyaa and I v;alked into the terminal I 
saw Emad. He was standing there, glaring at Lamyaa ana me. I pointed him out to Lamyaa, 
and Sergeant Monk. The police began pursuing the Emad, and be ran outside, across the street 
toward the parking lot They caught him and arrested hlm. I was afraid ar.er this, because I 
knew ~mad would be very upset t1at 1 was with his wife v..'ithout him being there, which is not 
allqwed in Iraq. .. 
10. The main reason I am afraid that Emad will try to hurt me is that he believes it is 
-wren~ _for me to be friends v.iih Lamyaa,. based on Iraqi cultUre, Ifi bi:td spent time alone with 
Lamyaa in Iraq {if I'd koown tbem when we were all living there), I have no doubt that Emad 
would have murdered me and maybe my family. I am afraid for my life, and ask this court to 
make Emad stay away from me. 

11. In addition to the incidents that involved Lamyaa in some way, Emad bas also been 
harassed me in other contexts. For example, Emad bas told me that he watches me frequently 
when I am out on the streets. I do not know the truth about this surveillance, but I would not 
be surprised if it was ~e. 

12. In the fall of 2008 when I was driving do>Vll the street, I saw Emad playing soccer. As 
I drove by he threw the ball at my windshield. I stopped the car and told him not to do that 
again. He came up to my car and started screaming at me, calling me things that would be the 
equivalent of" dog," "pig," "bastard," etc. Everyone stared arhlm because he was so vicious. 

13. Most recently, Emad harassed me through the computer. I use Yahoo Instant 
Messenger (IM) to communicate with my family and friends in Iraq. More than a year ago, 
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SECOND DEGREE ASSAULT, PRECEDENT CASE'S 

1> State v. Randell (2002) III Wash.App.578,45P.3d1137 

Victim's head injuries, which required two brain surgeries 

costing between $300,000 and $400,000, and which would require 

additional surgery to install a protective plate in the victims 

head, justified 24-month exceptional sentence for sceond-degree 

assault. 

2> State v. Atkinson (2002) III Wash.App.661,54 .3d 702 

"disfigurement 11 meant 11 that which impairs or injures the 

beauty, symmetry, or appearance of a person or thing; that which 

renders unsightly, misshapen, or imperfect, or deforms in some 

manner, 11 argued that he was only guilty of fourth degree assault 

because disfigurement was not substantial. 

3> State v. McKague {2011) 172 Wash.2d 802,262 P.3d 1225 

When he punched victim in the head several times and pushed 

him to the ground, causing his head to strike the pavement; 

victim suffered facial bruising and swelling lasting several 

days, severe lacerations to his face 1 the back of head, and 

arm, as well he was unable to stand for a time. 

4> State v. Duncalf (2011) 267 P.3d 414, 164 Wn.App.900 

at 2011 wl 5830453*2 (end of page) (Wash.App.Div ll 
Victim Ketchum suffered at least eight fractures; the exact 

number of fractures is uncertain because some of his orbital 

bones were shattered. This facial trauma required surgery 

whereby Ketchem's jaw was realigned, titanium plates were 

inserted, and his jaw was wired shut for over five weeks. In 

addition to severe facial injuries, Ketchum the victim sustained 

a fractured rib that punctured his lung, creating a pneunothorox 

-- a potentially life-threatening condition in which air escapes 

from and then compress the lung. He further sustained a fracture 

to the base of his skull. 
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